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Abstract

The field of Grid computing has in recent years emerged and been established as an enabling technology for a range of computational eScience applications. The use of Grid technology allows researchers and industry experts to address problems too large to efficiently study using conventional computing technology, and enables new applications and collaboration models. Grid computing has today not only introduced new technologies, but also influenced new ways to utilize existing technologies.

This work addresses technical aspects of the current methodology of Grid computing; to leverage highly functional, interconnected, and potentially under-utilized high-end systems to create virtual systems capable of processing problems too large to address using individual (supercomputing) systems. In particular, this thesis studies the job and resource management problem inherent to Grid environments, and aims to contribute to development of more mature job and resource management systems and software development processes. A number of aspects related to Grid job and resource management are here addressed, including software architectures for Grid job management, design methodologies for Grid software development, service composition (and refactorization) techniques for Service-Oriented Grid Architectures, Grid infrastructure and application integration issues, and middleware-independent and transparent techniques to leverage Grid resource capabilities.

The software development model used in this work has been derived from the notion of an ecosystem of Grid components. In this model, a virtual ecosystem is defined by the set of available Grid infrastructure and application components, and ecosystem niches are defined by areas of component functionality. In the Grid ecosystem, applications are constructed through selection and composition of components, and individual components subject to evolution through meritocratic natural selection. Central to the idea of the Grid ecosystem is that mechanisms that promote traits beneficial to survival in the ecosystem, e.g., scalability, integrability, robustness, also influence Grid application and infrastructure adaptability and longevity.

As Grid computing has evolved into a highly interdisciplinary field, current Grid applications are very diverse and utilize computational methodologies from a number of fields. Due to this, and the scale of the problems studied, Grid applications typically place great performance requirements on Grid infrastructures, making Grid infrastructure design and integration challenging tasks. In this work, a model of building on, and abstracting, Grid middlewares has been developed and is outlined in the papers. In addition to the contributions of this thesis, a number of software artefacts, e.g., the Grid Job Management Framework (GJMF), have resulted from this work.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

In the past decade, Grid computing has emerged and been established as an enabling technology for a range of computational eScience applications. A number of definitions of Grid computing exist, e.g., [33, 37, 64], and while the scientific community has reached a certain level of agreement on what a Grid is [58], best practices for Grid design and construction are still topics for investigation. The definition used in this thesis details Grid computing to be a type of distributed computing focused on aggregation of computational resources for creation of meta-scale virtual supercomputers and systems.

As a paradigm, Grid computing revolves around concepts such as service availability, performance scalability, virtualization of services and resources, and resource (access) transparency [40, 58]. The current methodology of the field is to leverage interconnected high-end systems to create virtual systems capable of great performance scalability, high availability, and collaborative resource sharing [37]. The approach taken in this work employs loosely coupled and decentralized resource aggregation models, assumes resources to be aggregated from multiple ownership domains, and expects all Grid services and components to be subject to resource contention, i.e. to coexist with competing mechanisms.

Grid technology and infrastructure have today found application in fields as diverse as, e.g., life sciences, material sciences, climate studies, astrophysics, and computational chemistry, making Grid computing an interdisciplinary field. Current Grid applications occupy all niches of scientific computation, ranging from embarrassingly parallel high-throughput applications to distributed and synchronized data collation and collaboration projects.

Actors within, and contributions to, the field of Grid computing can broadly be segmented into two main categories; application and infrastructure. Grid applications often stem from independently developed computational methodologies more or less suited for use in Grid environments, and are often limited (in Grid usage scenarios) by how well their methodology lends itself to parallelization. Motivations for migration to Grid environments vary, but often
include envisioned performance benefits or synergetic collaboration effects.

Typically, Grids are designed to provide a level of scalability beyond what is offered by individual supercomputer systems. System requirements vary with Grid application needs, and usually incorporate advanced demands for storage, computational, or transmission capacity, which places great performance requirements on underlying Grid infrastructure at both component and system level. These conditions, combined with typical interdisciplinary requirements of limited end-user system complexity, automation, and high system availability, make Grid infrastructure design and resource federation challenging tasks.

The focus of this thesis lies on research questions related to Grid infrastructure and application design, with emphasis on job and resource management issues. In particular, abstraction of Grid job management interfaces, and related application and infrastructure component integration issues have been studied in the context of federated Grid environments. The methodology of this work includes investigation of architectural design patterns inspired by the notion of an ecosystem of Grid infrastructure components [62], and exploration of Service-Oriented Architecture (SOA)-based [51] implementation techniques. The concept of an ecosystem of Grid infrastructure components, where applications are composed through selection of software from an ecosystem of components, and individual components are subject to meritocratic natural selection, is further described in Section 5.

Two of the overarching goals of the GIRD [63] project, in which this research has been performed, are to investigate and propose architectures for abstraction and provisioning of Grid functionality, and to provide proof-of-concept implementations of proposed architectures. Scientific contributions of this thesis include investigation of architectural design patterns, development of Grid infrastructure task algorithms, and contributions to formulation of design methodologies for scalable Grid infrastructure and application components.

The rest of this thesis is structured as follows. Section 2 provides an introduction to Grid applications and outlines a few of the requirements Grid applications impose on Grid infrastructures and environments. Section 3 discusses Grid infrastructure and covers some of the trade-offs involved in Grid infrastructure design and development. Section 4 provides an overview of the Grid job and resource management problem, and structures the area into constituent processes while briefly referencing some of the work within the field. Section 5 sketches the notion of an ecosystem of Grid components, and serves here as an introduction to the perspective chosen in this work. Section 6 summarizes the contributions of this thesis, and relates the thesis papers to each other. Finally, Section 7 outlines some future directions for this work, and references current efforts related to the work of this thesis.
Utilization of Grid technology affords the scientific community to study problems too large to address using conventional computing technology. Use of Grids has resulted in creation of new types of applications and new ways to utilize existing computation-based technology [37]. Grid applications can based on application requirements be segmented into categories such as

- computationally intensive, e.g., interactive simulation efforts such as the SIMRI project [11], and very large-scale simulation and analysis applications such as the Astrophysics Simulation Collaboratory [55].

- data intensive, e.g., experimental data analysis projects such as the European Data Grid [56], and image and sensor analysis applications such as SETI@home [3].

- distributed collaboration efforts, e.g., online instrumentation tools such as ROADnet [45], and remote visualization projects such as the Virtual Observatory [66].

Based on computational requirements and topology of the application, computational Grid applications can broadly be classified as High Performance Computing (HPC), High Throughput Computing (HTC), or hybrid approaches. HPC applications are generally concerned with system peak performance, and measure efficiency in the amount of computation performed on dedicated resource sets within limited time frames. Computations are in HPC applications typically structured to maximize application computational efficiency for a particular problem, e.g., through Message Passing Interface (MPI) [57] frameworks. HTC applications are conversely focused on resource utilization and measure performance in the amount of computation performed on shared resource sets over extended periods of time, e.g., in tasks per month. Computationally, HTC applications are generally composed of large numbers of (small) independent jobs running on non-dedicated resource sets without real-time constraints for result delivery. A number of hybrids between the HPC and HTC
paradigms exist, e.g., the more recently formulated Many Task Computing (MTC) [54] paradigm. MTC applications focus on running large amounts of tasks over short periods of time, are typically communication-intensive but not naturally expressed using synchronized communication patterns like MPI, and measure performance using (application) domain-specific metrics.

Beside obvious computational requirements, Grid applications typically also impose advanced system performance requirements for, e.g.,

- storage capacity: Grid applications potentially process very large data sets, and often do so without predictable access patterns.

- data transfer capabilities: Grid computations are typically brokered and may be performed far from the original location for input data and application software. Efficient data transfer mechanisms are required to relocate data to computational resources, and return results after computation.

- usability: Grid interfaces abstract resource system complexity and use of underlying computational resources to improve system usability and lower learning requirements.

- scalability: Grid application system requirements are likely to vary during application runtime, requiring underlying systems and infrastructure to access and scale computational, storage, and transfer capabilities on demand.

- availability: Grid applications and systems are typically composed through aggregation of computational resources, allowing Grids to exhibit very high levels of system availability despite system capacity varying over time due to resource volatility issues. Consistent levels of system access and quality of service improve the perception of Grid availability and stability.

- collaboration: Grid applications and systems support levels of collaboration ranging from multiple users working on shared data to multiple organizations utilizing shared resources.

System complexity and the great demands and different requirements of current Grid applications have led to the emergence of two major types of Grids; computational Grids and data Grids. Typically, computational Grids focus on providing abstracted views of computational resource access, and address very large computational problems. Data Grids conversely focus on providing virtualization of data storage capabilities and provide non-trivial and scalable qualities of service for very large data sets. A number of additional Grid system subtypes have also emerged, e.g., collaboration Grids, enterprise Grids, and cluster Grids [58]. The work in this thesis has been focused on systems designed for use in computational Grid environments.
From a performance perspective, the construction of Grid systems is facilitated by improvements in computational and network capacity, and motivated by general availability of highly functional and well connected end systems. Increase in network capacity alone has lead to changes in computing geometry and geography [37], and technology advances have today made massive-scale collaborative resource sharing not only feasible, but approaching ubiquitous.

From an application perspective, Grid computing holds promise of more efficient models for collaboration when addressing larger and more complex problems, less steep learning curves (as compared to traditional high-performance computing), increased system utilization rates, and efficient computation support for broader ranges of applications. While Grids of today have achieved much in system utilization, scalability and performance, much work in reducing system complexity and increasing system usability still remain [58].
Chapter 3

Grid Infrastructure

The name Grid computing originated from an analogy in the initial guiding vision of the field; to provide access to the capabilities of computational resources in a way similar to how power grids provide electricity [37], i.e. with transparency in

- resource selection (i.e. which resource to use).
- resource location (i.e. with transparency in resource access).
- resource utilization (i.e. amount of resource capacity used).
- payment models (i.e. pay for resource utilization rather than acquisition).

In this vision, the role of Grid infrastructure becomes similar to that of power production infrastructure: to provide capacity to systems and end-users in cost-efficient, transparent, federated, flexible, and accessible manners. While application and user requirements on Grids vary greatly, and can be argued to be more complex than those of power infrastructure, the analogy is apt in describing a federated infrastructure providing flexible resource utilization models and consistent qualities of service through well-defined interfaces.

To realize a generic computational infrastructure capable of flexible utilization models, it is rational to build on standardized, reusable components. The approach of this work is to identify and isolate well-defined Grid functionality sets, and to design interfaces and architectures for these in manners that allow components to be used as building blocks in construction of interoperable Grid applications and systems [24, 26]. In an analogy to efforts within related fields, the role of generic Grid components could be compared to the role of, e.g., frameworks such as Linear Algebra PACKage (LAPACK) [5] libraries in numerical linear algebra. Similarly, the role of application integration components could be compared to the role of Basic Local Alignment Search (BLAST) [60] toolkits in bioinformatics, and component interfaces to Basic Linear Algebra Subprograms (BLAS) [12] Application Programmer Interfaces (APIs).
From a systems perspective, Grid computing revolves around concepts such as (performance) scalability, virtualization, and transparency [40]. Performance scalability here refers to the ability of a system to dynamically increase the computational (or storage, network, etc.) capacity of the system to meet the requirements of an application on demand. Virtualization here denotes the process of abstracting computational resources, a practice that can be found on all levels of a Grid. For example, Grid applications’ use of infrastructure is often abstracted and hidden from end-users, Grid systems and infrastructure typically abstract the use of computational resources from the view of applications, and access to Grid computational resources is typically abstracted by native resource access layers, e.g., batch systems. The term transparency is used to describe that, like access to systems and system components, scalability should be automatic and not require manual efforts or knowledge of underlying systems to realize access to, or increase in, system capacity.

Typically today, performance scalability is achieved in Grid systems through dynamic provisioning of multiple computational resources over a network, virtualization through interface abstraction mechanisms, and transparency through automation of core Grid component tasks (such as resource discovery, resource brokering, file staging, etc.).

To facilitate flexible resource usage models, Grid users and resource allotments are typically organized in Virtual Organizations (VOs) [38]. VOs is a key concept in Grid computing that pertains to virtualization of a system’s user base around a set of resource-sharing rules and conditions. The formulation of VOs stems from the dynamical nature of resource sharing where resource availability, sharing conditions, and organizational memberships vary over time. This mechanism allows Grid resource usage allotments to be administrated and provided by decentralized organizations, to whom individual users and projects can apply for memberships and resource usage credits. VOs employ scalable resource allotment mechanisms suitable for cross-ownership domain aggregation of resources, and provide a way to provision resource usage without pre-existing trust relationships between resource owners and individual Grid users.

In summary, a Grid computing infrastructure should provide flexible and secure resource access and utilization through coordinated resource sharing models to dynamic collections of individuals and organizations. Furthermore, resources and users should be organized in Virtual Organizations and systems be devoid of centralized control, scheduling omniscience, and pre-existing trust relationships.
Chapter 4

Grid Job and Resource Management

A core task set of any Grid infrastructure is job and resource management, a term here used to collectively reference a set of processes and issues related to execution of programs on computational resources in Grid environments. This includes, e.g., management, monitoring, and brokering of computational resources; description, submission, and monitoring of jobs; fairshare scheduling [46] and accounting in Virtual Organizations; and various cross-site administrative and security issues.

Grid job and resource management tasks seem intuitive when viewed individually, but quickly become complex when considered as parts of larger systems. A number of component design trade-offs, requirements, and conditions are introduced by core Grid requirements for, e.g., system scalability and transparency, and tend to become oxymoronic when individual component designs are kept strictly task oriented. An approach taken in this work is to primarily regard components as parts of systems, and focus on component interoperability to promote system composition flexibility [26]. The primary focus of the Grid job and resource management contributions here is to abstract system complexity and heterogeneity, and to allow applications to leverage resource capabilities without becoming tightly coupled to particular Grids or Grid middlewares [27].

4.1 Grid Environments

Grid systems are composed through aggregation of multiple cooperating computing systems, and federated Grid environments are realized through (possibly hierarchical) federation of existing Grids.

In the naive model illustrated in Figure 1, regional organizations aggregate dedicated cluster-based resources from local supercomputing centers to form
computational Grids. Due to the relatively homogeneous nature of today’s supercomputers, such Grids typically exhibit low levels of system heterogeneity, and administrators can to a large extent influence system configuration and resource availability.

As also illustrated in Figure 1, international Grids are typically formed from collaborative federation of regional, and other existing Grids. As federated Grids typically aggregate resources from multiple Grids and resource sites, a natural consequence of resource and Grid federation is an increased degree of system heterogeneity. System heterogeneity may be expressed in many ways, e.g., through heterogeneity in hardware and software, resource availability, accessibility, and configuration, as well as in administration policies and utilization pricing. Technical heterogeneity issues are in Grid systems addressed through interface abstraction methods and generic resource description techniques, which allow virtualization of underlying resources and systems.

A core requirement in Grid systems is that resource owners at all levels retain full administrative control over their respective systems. This Grid characteristic, to be devoid of centralized control [33], is a design trait aimed to promote scalability in design and implementation of Grids, and imposes a number of cross-border administrational and security issues.

Security issues naturally arise in federation of computational resources over publicly accessible networks, i.e. the Internet, and are in Grid infrastructures addressed through use of strong cryptographic techniques such as Public Key Infrastructures (PKI) [49]. Grid users are typically organized in VOs, which stipulate rules and conditions for access to Grid resources, and authenticated through established security mechanisms such as PKI certificates [1].
4.2 Grid Resources and Middlewares

A typical HPC Grid resource consists of a high-end computer system equipped with (possibly customized) software such as

- data access and transfer utilities, e.g., GridFTP [18].
- batch systems and scheduling mechanisms, e.g., PBS [10] and Maui [48].
- job and resource monitoring tools, e.g., GridLab Mercury Monitor [8].
- computation frameworks, e.g., BLAST [60].

HTC resources are of more varied nature, CPU-cycle scavenging schemes such as Condor [61] for example typically utilize standard desktop machines, while volunteer computing efforts such as distributed.net [17] may see use of any type of computational resource provided by end-users. HTC Grids often deploy softwares that can be considered part of Grid middlewares on computational resources, e.g., Condor and BOINC [2] clients.

Grids are created through aggregation of computational resources, typically using Grid middlewares to abstract complexity and details of native resource systems such as schedulers and batch systems. Grid middlewares are (typically distributed) systems that act on top of local resource systems, abstracting native system interfaces, and provide interoperability between computational systems. To applications, Grid middlewares offer virtualized access to resource capabilities through abstractive job submission and control interfaces, information systems, and authentication mechanisms.

A number of different Grid middlewares exist, e.g., ARC [19], Globus [42], UNICORE [59], LCG/gLite [13], and vary greatly in design and implementation. In a simplified model, Grid middlewares contain functionality for

- resource discovery, often through specialized information systems.
- job submission, monitoring, and management.
- authentication and authorization of users.

Additionally, middlewares and related systems can incorporate solutions for advanced functionality such as resource brokering [61], accounting [41], and Grid-wide load balancing [13].

While one of the original motivations for construction of Grids where to address resource heterogeneity issues, complexity and size of Grid middlewares have led to a range of middleware interoperability issues, and given rise to the Grid interoperability contradiction [30]; Grid middlewares are not interoperable, and Grid applications are not portable between Grids. The Grid interoperability contradiction results in Grid applications being tightly coupled to Grid middlewares, and a lack of generic tools for Grid job management.
4.3 Resource Management

Grid resources are typically owned, operated, and maintained by local resource owners. Local resource sharing policies override Grid resource policies; computational resources shared in Grid environments according to defined schedules are possibly not available to Grid users outside scheduled hours. Due to this, and hardware and software failures, administrational downtime, etc., Grid resources are generally considered volatile.

In Grid systems, resource volatility is typically abstracted using dynamic service description and discovery techniques, utilizing loosely coupled models [65] for client-resource interaction. Local resource owners publish information about systems and resources in information systems, and Grid clients, e.g., resource brokers and submission engines, discover resources on demand and utilize the best resources currently available during the job submission phase.

Reliable resource monitoring mechanisms are critical to operation in Grid environments. While resource characteristics, e.g., hardware specifications and software installations, can be considered static, factors such as resource availability, load, and queue status are inherently dynamic. To facilitate Grid utilization and resource brokering, resource monitoring systems are used to provide information systems resource availability and status data.

As resource monitoring systems and information systems in Grid environments typically exist in different administrational domains, resource status information need to be disseminated through well-defined, machine-interpretable interfaces. The Web Service Resource Framework (WSRF) [35] specification family addresses Web Service state management issues, and contain interface definitions and notification mechanisms suitable for this task. In Grid environments, information systems potentially contain large quantities of information and can be segmented and hierarchically aggregated to partition resource information into manageable proportions.

4.4 Resource Brokering

A fundamental task in Grid job management is resource brokering; matching of a job to computational resource(s) suitable for job execution. In this model, resource brokers operate on top of Grid middlewares, and rely on information systems and job control systems to enact job executions.

Typically in Grid resource brokering, jobs are represented by job descriptions, which contain machine-readable representations of job characteristics and job execution meta-data. A number of proposed job description formats exist, including middleware-specific solutions such as Globus RSL [34], ARC XRSL [19], and standardization efforts such as JSDL [6]. Job descriptions provide information such as

- program to execute.
parameters and environmental settings.

- hardware requirements, e.g., CPU, storage, and memory requirements.
- software requirements, e.g., required libraries and licenses.
- file staging information, e.g., data location and access protocols.
- meta-information, e.g., duration estimates and brokering preferences.

Resource brokering is subject to heuristic constraints and optimality criteria such as minimization of cost, maximization of resource computational capacity, minimization of data transfer time, etc., and is typically complicated by factors such as missing or incomplete brokering information, propagation latencies in information systems, and existence of competing scheduling mechanisms [30].

A common federated Grid environment characteristic designed to promote scalability is absence of scheduling omniscience. From this, two fundamental observations can be made. First, no scheduling mechanism can expect to monopolize job scheduling, all schedulers are forced to collaborate and compete with other mechanisms. Second, due to factors such as system latencies, information caching and status polling intervals, all Grid schedulers operate on information which to some extent is obsolete [31]. In these settings, Grid brokers and schedulers need to adapt to their environments and design emphasis should be placed on coexistence [27]. In particular, care should be taken to not reduce total Grid system performance, or performance of competing systems, through inefficient mechanisms in brokering and scheduling processes.

4.5 Job Control

Once resource brokering has been performed, and rendered a suitable computational resource candidate set, jobs can be submitted to resources for execution. For reasons of virtualization and separation of concerns, this is typically done through Grid middleware interfaces rather than directly to native resource interfaces, as resource heterogeneity issues would needlessly complicate clients and applications. Normally, execution of a Grid job on a computational resource adheres to the following schematic.

1. submission: job execution time is allocated at the resource site, i.e. the job is submitted to a resource job execution queue.

2. stage in: job data, including data files, scripts, libraries, and executables required for job execution are transferred to the computational resource as specified by the job description.

3. execution: the job is executed and monitored at the resource.

4. stage out: job data and result files are transferred from the computational resource as specified by the job description.
5. clean up: job data, temporary, and execution files are removed from the computational resource.

Naturally, ability to prematurely abort and externally monitor job executions must be provided by job control systems. In general, most systems of this complexity are built in layers, and Grid middlewares typically provide job control interfaces that abstract native resource system complexity.

As in any distributed system, a number of failures ranging from submission and execution failures to security credential validation and file transfer errors may occur during the job execution process. To facilitate client failure management and error recovery, failure context information must be provided clients. In Grid systems, failure management is complicated by factors such as resource ownership boundaries and resource volatility issues. Care must also be taken to isolate jobs executions, and to ensure that distribution of failure contexts not result in information leakage. Typically, Grids make use of advanced security features that make failure management, administration, and direct access to resource systems complex.

4.6 Job Management

Beyond generic resource brokering and job control capabilities, there exists a functionality set required by advanced high-level Grid applications. For example, efficient mechanisms for monitoring and workflow-based scheduling of jobs can greatly facilitate management of large sets of jobs.

Two types of Grid job monitoring mechanisms exist, pull-based and push-based. In pull models, clients and brokers poll resource status to detect and respond to changes in job and resource status. As jobs and Grid clients typically outnumber available Grid resources, polling-based resource update models scale poorly. As clients and resources exist in different ownership domains, pull models are also sometimes considered intrusive.

In push models, Grid resources, or systems monitoring them, publish status updates for jobs and resources in information systems or directly to interested clients. Push updates typically employ publish-subscribe communication patterns, where interested parties register for updates in advance, e.g., during job submission. In Grid systems, push models provide several performance benefits compared to pull models. Push models improve system scalability through reduced system load and decreased communication volumes, and may sometimes simplify client-side system design as they afford clients to act reactively rather than proactively. This reduced client complexity comes at the cost of increased service-side complexity. As Grid resources are volatile, systems distributed, and most Grids employ unreliable communication channels, push models must often be supplemented with pull model mechanisms. Push notifications can also be extended to notification brokering scenarios, and be incorporated in Message-Oriented Middleware (MOM) [9] or Enterprise Service Bus (ESB) [14]-like notification brokering schemes. The WS-Notification
details interfaces for push model status notifications suitable for Grid job management architectures.

A common advanced Grid application requirement is to, possibly conditionally, run batches of jobs sequentially or in parallel. One way to organize these sets is in Grid workflows [50], where job interdependencies and coordination information are expressed along with job descriptions. In simple versions, workflows can be seen as job descriptions for sets of jobs. In more advanced versions, e.g., the Business Process Execution Language (BPEL) [4], workflows may themselves contain script-like instruction sets for, e.g., conditional execution, looping, and branching of jobs. When using workflows, Grid applications rely on workflow engines, e.g., Taverna [52], Pegasus [16], and Grid infrastructures to automate execution of job sets. An important question here becomes abstraction of level of detail, and balancing of level of detail against level of control for advanced job management systems [23].

Advanced job management systems may also provision functionality for customization of job execution, control, and management. In this case, job management components should provide interfaces for customization that does not require end-users or administrators to replace entire system components, but rather offer flexible configuration and code injection mechanisms [26, 27].

4.7 (Non-Intrusive) Interoperability

A large portion of Grid infrastructure operation builds on automation of Grid functionality tasks. This is achieved through Grid component and system collaboration, and thus require systems participating in Grids to provide machine-interpretable and interoperable system interfaces. Due to Grid heterogeneity issues stemming from Grid and resource federation, properties such as platform, language, and versioning independence become highly desirable. For these reasons, Grid components typically build on open standards and formats, and utilize technologies that facilitate system interoperation, e.g., XML and Web Services [40]. To promote non-intrusive interoperability in Grid system design, many Grid systems are realized as Service-Oriented Architectures [51].

Grid standardization efforts have proposed interfaces for many interoperability systems ranging from job description formats, e.g., JSDL [6], job submission and control interfaces, e.g., OGSA BES [36], to resource discovery, e.g., OGSA RSS [39], and Cloud computing interfaces, but broad consensus on best practices for Grid construction has yet to be reached.
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An Ecosystem of Grid Components

Currently, a number of open research questions regarding Grid and Cloud computing software design are being addressed by the scientific community. A common problem in current efforts is that applications tend to be tightly coupled to specific middlewares or Grids, and lack ability to be generally applicable to computational problems [25]. This work addresses Grid software design methodologies for computational eScience applications that support the majority of current computational approaches, and places focus on infrastructure composition and scalability rather than specific problem sets [24].

The methodology of this work builds on the idea of an ecosystem of Grid infrastructure components [62], which encompasses a view of a software ecosystem where individual components compete and collaborate for survival on an evolutionary basis. Fundamental to this idea is the notion of software niches, areas of functionality defined and populated by software components that interact and provision use of Grid resources to applications and end-users. Here, standardization of interfaces and software components help define niche boundaries, and continuous development of Grid infrastructure components and integration with eScience applications help shape and redefine niches (as well as the ecosystem at large) through competition, innovation, diversity, and evolution.

In this approach, identification and exploration of component and system traits likely to promote software survival in the Grid ecosystem are central, and generally help in identification and formulation of research questions. Softwares designed using this methodology focus on establishment of core functionality, and adapt to, and integrate with, members of neighboring niches rather than attempt to replace them.

Currently, advanced eScience applications and computational infrastructures require software and systems to scale with problem complexity and simultaneously abstract heterogeneity issues introduced by this scalability. For
usability, software also require interoperability and robustness to enable au-
tomation of repetitive tasks in computational environments, and flexibility in
configuration and deployment to be employed in environments with great vari-
ance in usage and deployment requirements. The approach taken in this work
is to build on top of Grid middlewares and create layers of flexible software that
interoperate non-intrusively with components from different niches in the Grid
ecosystem, and allow applications to be decoupled from Grid middlewares.
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Thesis Contributions

Large portions of the work in this thesis focus on Grid job and resource management issues, and address how these can be approached using middleware-independent techniques. Two of the papers outline and discuss approaches to Grid software development, one from a software engineering perspective (II), and one from a system (re)factorization point of view (III). Two of the papers (I and V) investigate and outline a generic architecture for Grid job management capable of adoption in a majority of existing Grid computing environments. Paper IV studies integration issues related to use of the proposed job management architecture, and details an integration architecture building on it.

6.1 Paper I

Paper I [21] investigates software design issues for Grid job management tools. Building on experiences from previous work [28, 29, 31], an architectural model for construction of a middleware-independent Grid job management system is proposed, and the design is detailed from an architectural point of view. In this work, a layered architecture of composable services that each manage a separate part of the Grid job management process is outlined, and design and implementation implications of this architecture are discussed. The architecture separates applications from infrastructure through a customizable set of services, and provides middleware-independence through use of (possible third party) middleware adaption plug-ins.

A Globus Toolkit 4-based [34] prototype implementation of some of the services in the architecture is presented, and the services are integrated with the ARC [19] and Globus [42] middlewares. To demonstrate the feasibility of the approach, preliminary results from prototype testing are presented along with an evaluation of system performance and system use cases.
6.2 Paper II

Paper II [24] analyzes Grid software development practices from a software engineering perspective. An approach to software development for high-level Grid resource management tools is presented, and the approach is illustrated by a discussion of software engineering attributes such as design heuristics, design patterns, and quality attributes for Grid software development.

The notion of an ecosystem of Grid infrastructure components is extended upon, and Grid component coexistence, composability, adoptability, adaptability, and interoperability are discussed in this context. The approach is illustrated by five case studies from recent software development efforts within the GIRD project; the Job Submission Service (JSS) [31], the Grid Job Management Framework (GJMF) [27], the Grid Workflow Execution Engine (GWEE) [22], the SweGrid Accounting System (SGAS) [41], and the Grid-Wide Fair-share Scheduling System (FSGrid) [20].

6.3 Paper III

Paper III [26] investigates Service-Oriented Architecture-based techniques for construction of Grid software, and details a set of service composition techniques for use in Grid infrastructure environments. Transparent service decomposition and dynamic service recomposition techniques are discussed in a Grid software (re)factorization setting, and implications of their use are elaborated upon. A set of architectural design patterns and service development mechanisms for service refactoring, service invocation optimization, customization of service mechanics, dynamic service configuration, and service monitoring are presented in detail, and synergetic effects between the patterns are discussed. Examples of use of the patterns in actual software development efforts are used throughout the paper to illustrate the presented approach.

6.4 Paper IV

Paper IV [25] addresses Grid software integration issues and discusses problems inherent to Grid applications being tightly coupled to Grid middlewares. The paper proposes an architecture for system integration focused on seamless integration of applications and Grid middlewares through a mediating layer handling resource brokering and notification delivery. The proposed architecture is illustrated in a case study where the LUNARC application portal [47] is integrated with the Grid Job Management Framework [27] presented in papers I and V. The proposed integration architecture is evaluated in a performance evaluation and findings from the integration efforts are presented throughout the paper.
6.5 Paper V

Paper V [27] further elaborates on the work of Paper I, and proposes a composable Service-Oriented Architecture-based framework architecture for middleware-independent Grid job management. The proposed architecture is presented in the context of development and deployment in an ecosystem of Grid components, and software requirements and framework composition are discussed in detail. The model of Paper I is extended with additional services for job description translation, system monitoring and logging, as well as a broader integration support functionality range. Furthermore, a proof-of-concept implementation of the entire framework is presented and evaluated in a performance evaluation that illustrates some of the major trade-offs in framework use.

The Grid ecosystem model of Paper II is further developed and discussed in the context of the proposed job management architecture, and the software composition techniques of Paper III are built upon and evaluated in the context of this project. Throughout the paper, a number of software design and implementation findings are presented, and the framework is related to a set of similar software development efforts within adjoining Grid ecosystem niches.
Chapter 7

Future Work

A number of possible future extensions to the work of this thesis have been identified, some of which are currently pursued within the GIRD project. Further development, and documentation of experiences from use of the software development model of Paper II is a continuous effort, and of current special interest is adoption of the model to Cloud computing software development efforts. The model itself is currently utilized in a number of projects under the GIRD multi-project umbrella, and are in the projects of this thesis combined with the techniques of Paper III.

The service composition techniques of Paper III have been further developed in work on Paper V, and are currently under investigation for extension in a code-generation effort within multiple projects. The techniques lend themselves well to software refactoring efforts, prototype implementations are being developed for integration with the Apache Axis2 [7] SOAP [44] engine. Extension of these techniques to Representational State Transfer (REST)-based [32] Resource-Oriented Architectures (ROA) [53] would possibly be a viable alternative to current Web Service Description Language (WSDL)-based [15] code generation. In this case the abstraction of the mechanisms would naturally be placed in API implementations, instead of in generated stub code. Extension of these techniques to a more ubiquitous notification scheme, where the current WSRF-based [35] approach could be extended to a more generic MOM- [9] or ESB-based [14] approach would also be possible. Development of a more generic framework for service development adapted to a larger number of service engines would further such efforts.

The job management framework of Paper I and V is currently being developed into a more mature software product scheduled for use in SweGrid, the Swedish national Grid, and a port of the framework to alternative SOAP stacks is currently under investigation. Interesting research questions related to the architecture of this framework include, e.g., development of data management capabilities, (further) adaption to standardization efforts, investigation of advanced notification brokering capabilities, and inclusion of advanced resource
brokering features such as advance reservation and coallocation of resources, and classadd-based match-making.

Further development and integration of high-level job clients such as work-flow engines and Grid portals would be beneficial, as well as further investigation of integration architectures such as that of Paper IV, as these are expected to increase the understanding of application-infrastructure integration issues. Investigation of (minimalistic) implementation approaches for Grid middleware development and simulation are also expected to render a deeper understanding of these issues. Integration with Cloud Computing solutions, and other virtualization-based infrastructure techniques, are also of interest and can be expected to increase the adoptability and flexibility of these techniques.
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1. Introduction

We investigate designs for a standards-based, multi-tier job management framework that facilitates application development in heterogeneous Grid environments. The work is driven by the need for job management tools that:

- offer multiple levels of functionality abstraction,
- offer multiple levels of job control and fault tolerance,
- are independent of, and easily integrated with, Grid middlewares,
- can be used on a component-wise basis and at the same time offer a complete framework for more advanced functionality.

An overall objective of this work is to provide understanding of how to best develop such tools. Among architectural aspects of interest are, e.g., to what extent job management functionalities should be separated into individual components or combined into larger, more feature-rich components, taking into account both functionality and performance. As an integral part of the project, we also evaluate and contribute to current Grid standardization efforts for, e.g., data formats, interfaces and architectures. The evaluation of our approach will in the long term lead to the establishment of a set of general design recommendations.

Features of our prototype software include user-level isolation of service capabilities, a wide range of job management functionalities, such as basic submission, monitoring, and control of individual jobs; resource brokering; autonomous processing; and atomic management of sets of jobs. All services are designed to be middleware-independent with middleware integration performed by plug-ins in lower-level components. This enables both easy integration with different middlewares and transparent cross-middleware job submission and control.

The design and implementation of the framework rely on emerging Grid and Web service standards [3],[9],[2] and build on our own experiences from developing resource brokers and job submission services [6],[7],[8], Grid scheduling support systems [5], and the SweGrid Accounting System (SGAS) [10]. The framework is based on WSRF and implemented using the Globus Toolkit 4.

2. A Model for Multi-Tiered Job Submission Architectures

In order to provide a highly flexible and customizable architecture, a basic design principle is to develop several small components, each designed to perform a single, well-defined task. Moreover, dependencies between components are kept to a minimum, and are well-defined in order to facilitate the use of alternative components. These principles are adopted with the overall idea that a
specific middleware, or a specific user, should be able to make use of a subset of the components without having to adopt an entire, monolithic system [11].

We propose to organize the various components according to the following layered architecture.

**Middleware Abstraction Layer.** Similar to the hardware abstraction layer of an operating system, the middleware abstraction layer provides the functionality of a set of middlewares while encapsulating the details of these. This construct allows other layers to access resources running different middlewares without any knowledge of their actual implementation details.

**Brokered Job Submission Layer.** The brokered job submission layer offers fundamental capabilities such as resource discovery, resource selection and job submission, but without any fault tolerance mechanisms.

**Reliable Job Submission Layer.** The reliable job submission layer provides a fault tolerant, reliable job submission. In this layer, individual jobs or groups of jobs are automatically processed according to a customizable protocol, which by default includes repeated submission and other failure handling mechanisms.

**Advanced Job Submission & Application Layers.** Above the three previously mentioned layers, we foresee both an advanced job submission layer, comprising, e.g., workflow engines, and an application layer, comprising, e.g., Grid applications, portals, problem solving environments and workflow clients.

### 3. The Grid Job Management Framework (GJMF)

Here follows a brief introduction to the GJMF, where the individual services and their respective roles in the framework are described.

The GJMF offers a set of services which combined constitute a multi-tiered job submission, control and management architecture. A mapping of the GJMF architecture to the proposed layered architecture is provided in Figure 1.

All services in the GJMF offer a user-level isolation of the service capabilities; a separate service component is instantiated for each user and only the owner of a service component is allowed to access the service capabilities. This means that the whole architecture supports a decentralized job management policy, and strives to optimize the performance for the individual user.

The services in the GJMF also utilize a local call structure, using local Java calls whenever possible for service-to-service interaction. This optimization is only possible when the interacting services are hosted in the same container.

The GJMF supports a dynamic one-to-many relationship model, where a higher-level service can switch between lower-level service instances to improve fault tolerance and performance.
As a note on terminology, there are two different types of job specifications used in the GJMF: abstract task specifications and concrete job specifications. Both are specified in JSDL [3], but vary in content. A job specification includes a reference to a computational resource to process the job, and therefore contains all information required to submit the job. A task specification contains all information required except a computational resource reference. The act of brokering, the matching of a job specification to a computational resource, thus transforms a task to a job.

**Job Control Service (JCS).** The JCS provides a functionality abstraction of the underlying middleware(s) and offers a platform- and middleware-independent job submission and control interface. The JCS operates on jobs and can submit, query, stop and remove jobs. The JCS also contains customization points for adding support for new middlewares and exposes information about jobs it controls through WSRF resource properties, which either can be explicitly queried or monitored for asynchronous notifications. Note that this functionality is offered regardless of underlying middleware, i.e., if a middleware does not support event callbacks the JCS explicitly retrieves the information required to provide the notifications. Currently, the JCS supports the GT4 and the ARC middlewares.

**Resource Selection Service (RSS).** The RSS is a resource selection service based on the OGSA Execution Management Services (OGSA EMS) [9]. The OGSA EMS specify a resource selection architecture consisting of two services, the Candidate Set Generator (CSG) and the Execution Planning Service (EPS).
The purpose of the CSG is to generate a candidate set, containing machines where the job can execute, whereas the EPS determines where the job should execute. Upon invocation, the EPS contacts the CSG for a list of candidate machines, reorders the list according to a previously known or explicitly provided set of rules and returns an execution plan to the caller.

The current OGSA EMS specification is incomplete, e.g., the interface of the CSG is yet to be determined. Due to this, the CSG and the EPS are in our implementation combined into one service - the RSS. The candidate set generation is implemented by dynamical discovery of available resources using a Grid information service, e.g., GT4 WS-MDS, and filtering of the identified resources against the requirements in the job description. The RSS contains a caching mechanism for Grid information, which alleviates the frequency of information service queries.

**Brokering & Submission Service (BSS).** The BSS provides a functionality abstraction for brokered task submission. It receives a task (i.e., an abstract job specification) as input and retrieves an execution plan (a prioritized list of jobs) from the RSS. Next, the BSS uses a JCS to submit the job to the most suitable resource found in the execution plan. This process is repeated for each resource in the execution plan until a job submission has succeeded or the resource list has been exhausted. A client submitting a task to the BSS receives an EPR to a job WS-Resource in the JCS as a result. All further interaction with the job, e.g., status queries and job control is thus performed directly against the JCS.

**Task Management Service (TMS).** The TMS provides a high-level service for automated processing of individual tasks, i.e., a user submits a task to the TMS which repeatedly sends the task to a known BSS until a resulting job is successfully executed or a maximum number of attempts have been made. Internally, the TMS contains a per-user job pool from which jobs are selected for sequential submission. The TMS job pool is of a configurable, limited size and acts as a task submission throttle. It is designed to limit both the memory requirements for the TMS and the flow of job submissions to the JCS. The job submission flow is also regulated via a congestion detection mechanism, where the TMS implements an incremental back-off behavior to limit BSS load in situations where the RSS is unable to locate any appropriate computational resources for the task. The TMS tracks job progress via the JCS and manages a state machine for each job, allowing it to handle failed jobs in an efficient manner. The TMS also contains customization points where the default behaviors for task selection, failure handling and state monitoring can be altered via Java plug-ins.
Task Group Management Service (TGMS). Like the TMS for individual tasks, the TGMS provides an automated, reliable submission solution for groups of tasks. The TGMS relies on the TMS for individual task submission and offers a convenient way to submit groups of independent tasks. Internally, the TGMS contains two levels of queues for each user. All task groups that contain unprocessed tasks are placed in a task group queue. Each task group queue, in turn, contains its own task queue. Tasks are selected for submission in two steps: first an active task group is selected, then a task from this task group is selected for submission. By default, tasks are resubmitted until they have reached a terminal state (i.e., succeeded or failed). A task group reaches a terminal state once all its tasks are processed. A task group can also be suspended, either explicitly by the user or implicitly by the service when it is no longer meaningful to continue to process the task group, e.g., when associated user credentials have expired. A suspended task group must be explicitly resumed to become active. The TGMS contains customization points for changing the default behaviors for task selection, failure handling and state monitoring.

Client API. The Client API is an integral part of the GJMF; it provides utility libraries and interfaces for creating tasks and task groups, translating job descriptions, customizing service behaviors, delegating credentials and contains service-level APIs for accessing all components in the GJMF. The purpose of the GJMF Client API is to provide easy-to-use programmable (Java) access to all parts of the GJMF.

For further information regarding the GJMF, including design documents and technical documentation of the services, see [12].

4. Performance Evaluation

We evaluate the performance of the TGMS and the TMS by investigating the total cost imposed by the GJMF services compared to the total cost of using the native job submission mechanism of a Grid middleware, GT4 WS-GRAM (without performing resource discovery, brokering, fault recovery etc.).

In the reference tests with WS-GRAM, a client sequentially submits a set of jobs using the WS-GRAM Java API, delaying the submission of a job until the previous one has been successfully submitted. All jobs run the trivial /bin/true command and are executed on the Grid resources using the POSIX Fork mechanism. The jobs in a test are distributed evenly among the Grid resources using a round-robin mechanism. The WS-GRAM tests do not include any WS-MDS interaction. No job input or output files are transferred and no credentials are delegated to the submitted jobs. In each test, the total wall clock time is recorded. Tests are performed with selected numbers of jobs, ranging from 1 to 750.
The configuration of the GJMF tests is the same as for the WS-GRAM tests, with the following additions. For the TGMS tests, user credentials are delegated from the client to the service for each task group (each test). Delegation is also performed only once per test in the TMS case, as all jobs in a TMS test reuse the same delegated credentials. For both the TGMS and the TMS tests, the BSS performs resource discovery using the GT4 WS-MDS Grid information system and caches retrieved information for 60 seconds. In the TMS and TGMS tests, all services are co-located in the same container, to enable the use of local Java calls between the services, instead of (more costly) Web service invocations.

**Test Environment.** The test environment includes four identical 2 GHz AMD Opteron CPU, 2 GB RAM machines, interconnected with a 100 Mbps Ethernet network, and running Ubuntu Linux 2.6 and Globus Toolkit 4.0.3.

In all tests, one machine runs the GJMF (or the WS-GRAM client) and the other three act as WS-GRAM/GT4 resources. For the GJMF tests, the RSS retrieves WS-MDS information from one of the three resources, which aggregates information about the other two.

**Analysis.** Figure 2 illustrates the average time required to submit and execute a job for different number of jobs in the test. As seen in the figure, the TGMS offers a more efficient way to submit multiple tasks than the TMS. This is due to the fact that the TMS client performs one Web service invocation per task whereas the TGMS client only makes a single, albeit large, call to the TGMS. The TGMS client requires between 13 (1 task) and 16.6 seconds (750 tasks) to delegate credentials, invoke the Web service and get a reply. For the TMS,
the initial Web service call takes roughly 13 seconds (as it is associated with
dynamic class-loading, initialization and delegation of credentials), additional
calls average between 0.4 and 0.6 seconds. For the GRAM client, the initial
Web service invocation takes roughly 12 seconds. The additional TMS Web
service calls quickly become the dominating factor as the number of jobs are
increased. When using Web service calls between the TGMS and the TMS
this factor is canceled out. Conversely, when co-located with the TMS and
using local Java calls, the TGMS only suffers a negligible overhead penalty for
using the TMS for task submission. In a test with 750 jobs, the average job
time is roughly 0.35 seconds for WS-GRAM, and approximately 0.51 and 0.57
seconds for the TGMS and TMS, respectively.

As the WS-GRAM client and the JCS use the same GT4 client libraries, the
difference between the WS-GRAM performance and that of the other services
can be used as a direct measure of the GJMF overhead.

In the test cases considered, the time required to submit a job (or a task) can
be divided into three parts.

1. The initialization time for GT4 Java clients. This includes time for class
   loading and run-time environment initialization. This time may vary with
   the system setup but is considered to be constant for all three test cases.
2. The time required to delegate credentials. This only applies to the GJMF
tests, not the test of WS-GRAM. Even though delegated credentials are
   shared between jobs, the TMS is still slightly slower than the TGMS in
   terms of credential delegation. The TMS has to retrieve the delegated
   credential for each task, whereas the TGMS only retrieves the delegated
   credential once per test.
3. The Web service invocation time. This factor grows with the size of
   the messages exchanged and affects the TGMS, as a description of each
   individual task is included in the TGMS input message. The invocation
time is constant for the TMS and WS-GRAM tests, as these services
   exchange fixed size messages.

Summary. When co-hosted in the same container, the GJMF services allots
an overhead of roughly 0.2 seconds per task for large task groups (containing
750 tasks or more). The main part of this overhead is associated with Java class
loading, delegation of credentials and initial Web service invocation. These
factors result in larger average overheads for smaller task groups. For task
groups containing 5 tasks, the average overhead per task is less than 1 second,
and less than 0.5 seconds for 15 tasks. It should also be noted that, as jobs are
submitted sequentially but executed in parallel, the submission time (including
the GJMF overhead), is masked by the job execution time. Therefore, when
using real world applications with longer job durations than those in the tests,
the impact of the GJMF overhead is reduced.
5. Related Work

We have identified a number of contributions that relate to this project in different ways. For example, the Gridbus [16] middleware includes a layered architecture for platform-independent Grid job management; the GridWay Metascheduler [13] offers reliable and autonomous execution of jobs; the GridLab Grid Application Toolkit [1] provides a set of services to simplify Grid application development; GridSAM [15] offers a Web service-based job submission pipeline which provides middleware abstraction and uses JSDL job descriptions; P-GRADE [14] provides reliable, fault-tolerant parallel program execution on the grid; and GEMLCA [4] offers a layered architecture for running legacy applications through grid services. These contributions all include features which partially overlap the functionality available in the GJMF. However, our work distinguishes itself from these contributions by, in the same software, providing i) a composable service-based solution, ii) multiple levels of abstraction, iii) middleware-interoperability while building on emerging Grid service standards.

6. Concluding Remarks

We propose a multi-tiered architecture for building general Grid infrastructure components and demonstrate the feasibility of the concept by implementing a prototype job management framework. The GJMF provides a standards-based, fault-tolerant job management environment where users may use parts of, or the entire framework, depending on their individual requirements. Furthermore, we demonstrate that the overhead incurred by using the framework is sufficiently small (approaching 0.2 seconds per job for larger groups of jobs) to motivate the practical use of such an architecture. Initial tests demonstrate that by proper methods, including reuse of delegated credentials, caching of Grid information and local Java invocations of co-located services, it is possible to implement an efficient service-based multi-tier framework for job management. Considering the extra functionality offered and the small additional overhead imposed, the GJMF framework is an attractive alternative to a pure WS-GRAM client for the submission and management of large numbers of jobs.
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1 Introduction

In recent years, the vision of the Grid as the general-purpose, service-oriented infrastructure for provisioning of computing, data, and information capabilities has started to materialize in the convergence of Grid and Web services technologies. Ultimately, we envision a Grid with open and standardized interfaces and protocols, where independent Grids can interoperate, virtual organizations co-exist, and capabilities be made available as independent utilities.

However, there is still a fundamental gap between the technology used in major production Grids and recent technology developed by the Grid research community. While current research directions focus on user-centric and service-oriented infrastructure design for scenarios with millions of self-organizing nodes, current production Grids are often more monolithic systems with stronger inter-component dependencies.

* This research was conducted using the resources of the High Performance Computing Center North (HPC2N). Financial support has been provided by The Swedish Research Council (VR) under contract 621-2005-3667.
We present an approach to Grid infrastructure component development, where internationally established high-level views of future Grid architectures are put into practice. Our approach addresses the future vision of the Grid, while enabling easy integration into current production Grids. We illustrate the feasibility of our approach by presenting five case studies.

The outline of the rest of the paper is as follows. Section 2 gives further background information, including our vision of the Grid, a characterization of competitive factors for Grid software, and a brief review of internationally established conceptual views of future Grid architectures. Section 3 presents our approach to Grid infrastructure development, which complies with these views. The realization of this approach for specific components is illustrated in Section 4, with a brief presentation of five tools recently developed within the Grid Infrastructure Research & Development (GIRD) project [26]. These are Grid tools or toolkits for resource brokering [9–11], job management [7], workflow execution [8], accounting [16, 24], and Grid-wide fairshare scheduling [6].

2 Background and Motivation

Our approach to Grid infrastructure development is driven by the need and opportunity for a general-purpose infrastructure. This infrastructure should facilitate flexible and transparent access to distributed resources, dynamic composition of applications, management of complex processes and workflows, and operation across geographical and organizational boundaries. Our vision is that of a large evolving system, realized as a Service-Oriented Architecture (SOA) that enables provisioning of computing, data, and information capabilities as utility-like services serving business, academia, and individuals. From this point of departure, we elaborate on fundamental challenges that need to be addressed to realize this vision.

2.1 Facts of life in Grid environments

The operational context of a Grid environment is harsh, with heterogeneity in resource hardware, software, ownerships, and policies. The Grid is distributed and decentralized by nature, and any single point of control is impossible not only for scalability reasons but also since resources are owned by different organizations. Furthermore, as resource availability varies, resources may at any time join or leave the Grid. Information about the set of currently available resources and their status will always to some extent be incomplete or outdated.

Actors have different incentives to join the Grid, resulting in asymmetric resource sharing relationships. Trust is also asymmetric, which in scenarios with cross trust-domain orchestration of multiple resources that interact beyond the client-server model, gives rise to complex security challenges.

Demand for resources typically exceed supply, with contention for resources between users as a consequence. The Grid user community at large is disparate
in requirements and knowledge, necessitating the development of wide ranges of user interfaces and access mechanisms. All these complicating factors add up to an environment where errors are rule rather than exception.

### 2.2 A General-purpose Grid ecosystem

Recently, a number of organizations have expressed views on how to realize a single and fully open architecture for the future Grid. To a large extent, these expressions conform to a single view of a highly dynamic service-oriented infrastructure for general-purpose use.

One such view proposes the model of a healthy ecosystem of Grid components [25], where components occupy niches in the ecosystem and are designed for component-by-component selection by developers, administrators, and end-users. Components are developed by the Grid community at large and offer sensible functionality, available for easy integration in high-level tools or other software. In the long run, competition, innovation, evolution, and diversity lead to natural selection of “surviving” components, whereas other components eventually fade out or evolve into different niches.

European organizations, such as the Next Generation Grids expert group [12] and NESSI [23], have focused on a common architectural view for Grid infrastructure, possibly with a more emphasized business focus compared to previous efforts. Among their recommendations is a strong focus on SOAs where services can be dynamically assembled, thus enabling run-time changes in the structure, behavior, and location of software. The view of services as utilities includes directly and immediately usable services with established functionality, performance, and dependability. This vision goes beyond that of a prescribed layered architecture by proposing a multi-dimensional mesh of concepts, applying the same mechanisms along each dimension across the traditional layers.

In common for these views are, for example, a focus on composable components rather than monolithic Grid-wide systems, as well as a general-purpose infrastructure rather than application- or community-specific systems. Examples of usage range from business and academic applications to individual’s use of the Grid. These visions also address some common issues in current production Grid infrastructures, such as interoperability and portability problems between different Grids, as well as limited software reuse. Before detailing our approach to Grid software design, which complies with the views presented above, we elaborate on key factors for software success in the Grid ecosystem.

### 2.3 Competitive factors for software in the Grid ecosystem

In addition to component-specific functional requirements, which obviously differ for different types of components, we identify a set of general quality attributes (also known as non-functional requirements) that successful software components should comply with. The success metrics considered here are the amount of users and the sustainability of software.
In order to attract the largest possible user community, usability aspects such as availability, ease of installation, understandability, and quality of documentation and support are important. With the dynamic and changing nature of Grid environments, flexibility and the ability to adapt and evolve is vital for the survival of a software component. Competitive factors for survival include changeability, adaptability, portability, interoperability, and integrability. These factors, along with mechanisms used to improve software quality with respect to them, are further discussed in Section 3. Other criteria, relating to sustainability, include the track record of both components and developers as well as the general reputation of the latter in the user community.

Quality attributes such as efficiency (with emphasis on scalability), reliability, and security also affect the software success rate in the Grid ecosystem. These attributes are however not further discussed herein.

3 Grid Ecosystem Software Development

In this section we present our approach to building software well-adjusted to the Grid ecosystem. The presentation is structured into five groups of software design heuristics, design patterns, and quality attributes that are central to our approach. All definitions are adapted to the Grid ecosystem environment, but are derived from, and conform to, the ISO/IEC 9126-1 standard [20].

3.1 Co-existence – Grid ecosystem awareness

Co-existence is defined as the ability of software to co-exist with other independent softwares in a shared resource environment. The behavior of a component well adjusted to the Grid ecosystem is characterized by non-intrusiveness, respect for niche boundaries, replaceability, and avoidance of resource overconsumption.

When developing new Grid components, we identify the purpose and boundaries of the corresponding niches in order to ensure the components’ place and role in the ecosystem. By stressing non-intrusiveness in the design, we strive to ensure that new components do not alter, hinder, or in any other way affect the function of other components in the system. While the introduction of new software into an established ecosystem may, through fair competition, reshape, create, or eliminate niches, it is still important for the software to be able to cooperate and interact with neighboring components.

By the principle of decentralization, it is crucial to avoid making assumptions of omniscient nature and not to rely on global information or control in the Grid. By designing components for a user-centric view of systems, resources, component capabilities, and interfaces, we emphasize decentralization and facilitate component co-existence and usability.

3.2 Composability – software reuse in the Grid ecosystem

Composability is defined as the capability of software to be used both as individual components and as building blocks in other systems. As systems may
themselves be part of larger systems, or make use of other systems’ components, composability becomes a measure of usefulness at different levels of system design. Below, we present some design heuristics that we make use of in order to improve software composability.

By designing components and component interactions in terms of interfaces rather than functionality, we promote the creation of components with well-defined responsibilities and provision for module encapsulation and interface abstraction. We strive to develop simple, single-purpose components achieving a distinct separation of concerns and a clear view of service architectures. Implementation of such components is faster and less error-prone than more complex designs. Autonomous components with minimized external dependencies make composed systems more fault tolerant as their distributed failure models become simpler.

Key to designing composable software is to provision for software reuse rather than reinvention. Our approach, leading to generic and composable tools well adjusted to the Grid ecosystem, encourages a model of software reuse where users of components take what they need and leave the rest. Being decentralized and distributed by nature, SOAs have several properties that facilitate the development of composable software.

### 3.3 Adoptability – Grid ecosystem component usability

*Adoptability* is a broad concept enveloping aspects such as end-user usability, ease of integration, ease of installation and administration, level of portability, and software maintainability. These are key factors for determining deployment rate and niche impact of a software.

As high software usability can both reduce end-user training time and increase productivity, it has significant impact on the adoptability of software. We strive for ease of system installation, administration, and integration (e.g., with other tools or Grid middlewares), and hence reduce the overhead imposed by using the software as stand-alone components, end-user tools, or building blocks in other systems. Key adoptability factors include quality of documentation and client APIs, as well as the degree of openness, complexity, transparency and intrusiveness of the system.

Moreover, high portability and ease of migration can be deciding factors for system adoptability.

### 3.4 Adaptability and Changeability – surviving evolution

*Adaptability*, the ability to adapt to new or different environments, can be a key factor for improving system sustainability. *Changeability*, the ability for software to be changed to provide modified behavior and meet new requirements, greatly affects system adaptability.

By providing mechanisms to modify component behavior via configuration modules, we strive to simplify component integration and provide flexibility in,
and ease of, customization and deployment. Furthermore, we find that the use of policy plug-in modules which can be provided and dynamically updated by third parties are efficient for making systems adaptable to changes in operational contexts. By separating policy from mechanism, we facilitate for developers to use system components in other ways than originally anticipated and software reuse can thus be increased.

3.5 Interoperability – interaction within the Grid ecosystem

Interoperability is the ability of software to interact with other systems. Our approach includes three different techniques for making our components available, making them able to access other Grid resources, and making other resources able to access our components, respectively. Integration of our components typically only requires the use of one or two of these techniques.

Whenever feasible, we leverage established and emerging Web and Grid services standards for interfaces, data formats, and architectures. Generally, we formulate integration points as interfaces expressing required functionality rather than reflecting internal component architecture. Our components are normally made available as Grid services, following these general principles.

For our components to access resources running different middlewares, we combine the use of customization points and design patterns such as Adapter and Chain of Responsibility [15]. Whenever possible, we strive to embed the customization points in our components, simplifying component integration with one or more middlewares.

In order to make existing Grid softwares able to access our components, we strive to make external integration points as few, small, and well-defined as possible, as these modifications need to be applied to external softwares.

4 Case Studies

We illustrate our approach to software development by brief presentations of five tools or toolkits recently developed in the GIRD project [26]. The presentations describe the overall tool functionality and highlight the most significant characteristics related to the topics discussed in Section 3.

All tools are built to operate in a decentralized Grid environment with no single point of control. They are furthermore designed to be non-intrusive and can coexist with alternative mechanisms. To enhance adoptability of the tools, user guides, administrator manuals, developer APIs, and component source code are made available online [26]. As these adoptability measures are common for all projects, the adoptability characteristics are left out of the individual project presentations.

The use of SOAs and Web services naturally fulfills many of the composability requirements outlined in Section 3. The Web service toolkit used is the Globus Toolkit 4 (GT4) Java WS Core, which provides an implementation of the Web Services Resource Framework (WSRF). Notably, the fact that our tools are made
available as GT4-based Web services should not be interpreted as been built primarily for use in GT4-based Grids. On the contrary, their design is focused on generality and ease of middleware integration.

### 4.1 Job Submission Service (JSS)

The JSS is a feature-rich, standards-based service for cross-middleware job submission, providing support, e.g., for advance reservations and co-allocation. The service implements a decentralized brokering policy, striving to optimize the job performance for individual users by minimizing the response time for each submitted job. In order to do this, the broker makes an a priori estimation of the whole, or parts of, the Total Time to Delivery (TTD) for all resources of interest before making the resource selection [9–11].

*Co-existence:* The non-intrusive decentralized resource broker handles each job isolated from the jobs of other users. It can provide quality of service to end-users despite the existence of competing job submission tools.

*Composability:* The JSS is composed of several modules, each performing a well-defined task in the job submission process, e.g., resource discovery, reservation negotiation, resource selection, and data transfer.

*Changeability and adaptability:* Users of the JSS can specify additional information in job request messages to customize and fine-tune the resource selection process. Developers can replace the resource brokering algorithms with alternative implementations.

*Interoperability:* The architecture of the JSS is based on (emerging) standards such as JSDL, WSRF, WS-Agreement, and GLUE. It also includes customization points, enabling the use of non-standard job description formats, Grid information systems, and job submission mechanisms. The latter two can be interfaced despite differences in data formats and protocols. By these mechanisms, the JSS can transparently submit jobs to and from GT4, NorduGrid/ARC, and LCG/gLite.

### 4.2 Grid Job Management Framework (GJMF)

The GJMF [7] is a framework for efficient and reliable processing of Grid jobs. It offers transparent submission, control, and management of jobs and groups of jobs on different middlewares.

*Co-existence:* The user-centric GJMF design provides a view of exclusive access to each service and enforces a user-level isolation which prohibits access to other users’ information. All services in the framework assume shared access to Grid resources. The resource brokering is performed without use of global information, and includes back-off behaviors for Grid congestion control on all levels of job submission.

*Composability:* Orchestration of services with coherent interfaces provides transparent access to all capabilities offered by the framework. The functionality for job group management, job management, brokering, Grid information system access, job control, and log access are separated into autonomous services.
Changeability and adaptability: Configurable policy plug-ins in multiple locations allow customization of congestion control, failure handling, progress monitoring, service interaction, and job (group) prioritizing mechanisms. Dynamic service orchestration and fault tolerance is provided by each service being capable of using multiple service instances. For example, the job management service is capable of using several services for brokering and job submission, automatically switching to alternatives upon failures.

Interoperability: The use of standardized interfaces such as JSDL as job description format, OGSA BES for job execution, and OGSA RSS for resource selection improves interoperability and replaceability.

4.3 Grid Workflow Execution Engine (GWEE)

The GWEE [8] is a light-weight and generic workflow execution engine that facilitates the development of application-oriented end-user workflow tools. The engine is light-weight in that it focuses only on workflow execution and the corresponding state management. This project builds on experiences gained while developing the Grid Automation and Generative Environment (GAUGE) [19, 17].

Co-existence: The engine operates in the narrow niche of workflow execution. Instead of attempting to replace other workflow tools, the GWEE provides a means for accessing advanced capabilities offered by multiple Grid middlewares. The engine can process multiple workflows concurrently without them interfering with each other. Furthermore, the engine can be shared among multiple users, but only the creator of a workflow instance can monitor and control that workflow.

Composability: The main responsibilities of the engine, managing task dependencies, processing tasks on Grid resources, and managing workflow state, are performed by separate modules.

Adaptability and Changeability: Workflow clients can monitor executing workflows both by synchronous status requests and by asynchronous notifications. Different granularities of notifications are provided to support specific client requirements – from a single message upon workflow completion to detailed updates for each task state change.

Interoperability: The GWEE is made highly interoperable with different middlewares and workflow clients through the use of two types of plug-ins. Currently, it provides middleware plug-ins for execution of computational tasks in GT4 and in the GJMF, as well as GridFTP file transfers. It also provides plug-ins for transforming workflow languages into its native language, as currently has been done for the Karajan language. The Chain of Responsibility design pattern allows concurrent usage of multiple implementations of a particular plug-in.

4.4 SweGrid Accounting System (SGAS)

SGAS allocates Grid capacity between user groups by coordinated enforcement of Grid-wide usage limits [24, 16]. It employs a credit-based allocation model
where Grid capacity is granted to projects via Grid-wide quota allowances. The Grid resources collectively enforce these allowances in a soft, real-time manner. The main SGAS components are a Bank, a logging service (LUTS), and a quota-aware authorization tool (JARM), the latter to be integrated on each Grid resource.

Co-existence: SGAS is built as stand-alone Grid services with minimal dependencies on other software. Normal usage is not only non-intrusive to other software but also to usage policies, as resource owners retain ultimate control over local resource policies, such as strictness of quota enforcement.

Composability: There is a distinct separation of concerns between the Bank and the LUTS, for managing usage quotas and logging usage data, respectively. They can each be used independently.

Changeability and adaptability: The Bank can be used to account for any type of resource consumption and with any price-setting mechanism, as it is independent of the mapping to the abstract “Grid credit” unit used. The Bank can also be changed from managing pre-allocations to accumulating costs for later billing. The JARM provides customization points for calculating usage costs based on different pricing models. The tuning of the quota enforcement strictness is facilitated by a dedicated customization point.

Interoperability: The JARM has plug-in points for middleware-specific adapter code, facilitating integration with different middleware platforms, scheduling systems, and data formats. The middleware integration is done via a SOAP message interceptor in GT4 GRAM and via an authorization plug-in script in the NorduGrid/ARC GridManager. The LUTS data is stored in the OGF Usage Record format.

4.5 Grid-Wide Fairshare Scheduling System (FSGrid)

FSGrid is a Grid-wide fairshare scheduling system that provides three-party QoS support (user, resource-owner, VO-authority) for enforcement of locally and globally scoped share policies [6]. The system allows local resource capacity as well as global Grid capacity to be logically divided among different groups of users. The policy model is hierarchical and sub-policy definition can be delegated so that, e.g., a VO can partition its share among its projects, which in turn can divide their shares among users.

Co-existence: The main objective of FSGrid is to facilitate for distributed resources to collaboratively schedule jobs for Grid-wide fairness. FSGrid is non-intrusive in the sense that resource owners retain ultimate control of how to perform the scheduling on their local resources.

Composability: FSGrid includes two stand-alone components with clearly separated concerns for maintaining a policy tree and to log usage data, respectively. In fact, the logging component in current use is the LUTS originally developed for SGAS, illustrating the potential for reuse of that component.

Changeability and adaptability: A customizable policy engine is used to calculate priority factors based on a runtime policy tree with information about
resource pre-allocations and previous usage. The priority calculation can be customized, e.g., in terms of length, granularity, and rate of aging of usage history. The administration of the policy tree is flexible as sub-policy definition can be delegated to, e.g., VOs and projects.

**Interoperability:** Besides the integration of the LUTS (see Section 4.4), FSGrid includes a single external point of integration, as a fair-share priority factor call-out to FSGrid has to be integrated in the local scheduler on each resource.

## 5 Related Work

Despite the large amount of Grid related projects to date, just a few of these have shared their experiences regarding software design and development approaches. Some of these projects have focused on software architecture. In a survey by Filkenstein et al. [13], existing data-Grids are compared in terms of their architectures, functional requirements, and quality attributes. Cakic et al. [2] describe a Grid architectural style and a light-weight methodology for constructing Grids. Their work is based on a set of general functional requirements and quality attributes that derives an architectural style that includes information, control, and execution. Mattmann et al. [22] analyze software engineering challenges for large-scale scientific applications, and propose a general reference architecture that can be instantiated and adapted for specific application domains. We agree on the benefits obtained with a general architecture for Grid components to be instantiated for specific projects, however, our focus is on the inner workings of the components making up the architecture.

The idea of software that evolves due to unforeseen changes in the environment also appears in the literature. In the work by Smith et al. [3], the way software is modified over time is compared with Darwinian evolution. In this work, the authors discuss the best-of-breed approach, where an organization collects and assembles the most suitable software component from each niche. The authors also construct a taxonomy of the “species” of enterprise software. A main difference between this work and our contribution is that our work focuses on software design criteria.

Other high-level visions of Grid computing include that of interacting autonomous software agents [14]. One of the characteristics of this vision is that software engineering techniques employed for software agents can be reused with little or no effort if the agents encompasses the service’s vision [21]. A different view on agent-based software development for the Grid is that of evolution based on competition between resource brokering agents [4]. These projects differ from our contribution as our tools have a stricter focus on functionality (being well-adjusted to their respective niches).

Finally, it is also important to notice that there are a number of tools that simplify the development of Grid software. These tools facilitate, for example, implementation [18], unit testing [5], and automatic integration [1].
6 Concluding Remarks

We explore the concept of the Grid ecosystem, with well-defined niches of functionality and natural selection (based on competition, innovation, evolution, and diversity) of software components within the respective niches. The Grid ecosystem facilitates the use and composition of components on a per-component basis. We discuss fundamental requirements for software to be well-adjusted to this environment and propose an approach to software development that complies with these requirements. The feasibility of our approach is demonstrated by five case studies. Future directions for this work include further exploration of processes and practices for development of Grid software.
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1. Introduction

With the introduction of service-oriented computing and the increased popularity of the Service-Oriented Architecture (SOA) design paradigm, service composition has become a key methodology for building distributed, service-based applications. In this work we outline the foundational concepts of our SOA development methodology, introducing and describing a number of techniques targeting the development of robust, scalable, and flexible Grid software. We investigate development methodologies such as design patterns, call optimizations, plug-in structures, and techniques for dynamic service configuration. When combined, these techniques make up the foundation of an approach for composable Web Services that are to be used in Grid SOA environments. The techniques are here presented in Grid Web Service development scenarios.

The outline of the paper is the following: A motivation and overview of our work is presented in Section 2. A more detailed introduction to the concept and aspects of service composition is given in Section 3, after which we present architectural design patterns used to address these concepts in Section 4. Finally, a brief survey of related work is presented in Section 5, followed by conclusions in Section 6 and acknowledgements.

2. Motivation and Overview

The work presented here has grown out of a need for flexible development techniques for the creation of efficient and composable Web Services. Current Grid systems employ more and more SOA-based software where scalability is a key requirement on all levels of system design, including in the development process. Service composition techniques, which employ services as building blocks in applications through the use of service aggregators, often create systems that impose substantial overhead in terms of memory requirements and execution time. Although Web Services are distributed by definition, utilizing them dynamically is often a process with lack of flexibility and transparency. The complexity of SOAP message processing alone can present impracticalities to SOA developers, as a single Web Service that exchanges large or frequent messages may in itself negatively impact the performance of other, co-located, services.

In our approach, we address these issues in two ways; by providing flexible and transparent structures for dynamic reconfiguration of (networks of) services, and by outlining development patterns for optimization of interaction between co-located services and service components. More specifically, we provide a set of architectural software design patterns for service APIs, local call structures, flexible plug-in and configuration architectures, and service monitoring facilities. Combined, these techniques make up a framework that serves to reduce the temporal and spatial system footprints (time of ex-
Service Composition Techniques

Two approaches to service composition are service orchestration and service choreography. As the needs and practices in Grid and Web Service software development vary, clear definitions of the terms are yet to be fully agreed upon. In Peltz [11], service orchestration and choreography are described as approaches to create business processes from composite Web Services. Furthermore, service orchestration is detailed to be concerned with the message-level interactions of (composite and constituent) Web Services, describing business logic and goals to be realized, and representing the control flow of a single party in the message exchange. Service choreography is defined in terms of public message exchanges between multiple parties, to be more collaborative by nature, and taking a system-wide perspective of the interaction, allowing involved parties to describe their respective service interactions themselves.

Our approach to service composition is primarily concerned with transparency and scalability in dynamic service usage. We investigate techniques for developing Web Services in a dynamic and efficient manner, Web Services that can be transparently de-composed and dynamically re-composed.

3.1 Transparent Service De-Composition

At system level, Web Services are defined in terms of their interfaces without making any assumptions about the internal workings of the service functionality. In SOA design, focus is on service interactions rather than service design, and a service set providing required functionality is assumed to exist.
In the development of individual services, the structured software development approach is often hindered by the practical limitations of Web Services. By recursively subdividing the functionality of a composite Web Service, a process here referred to as service de-composition, it is often possible to identify functionality that can be reused by other services if exposed as Web Services. However, response times and memory requirements of Web Services often make it impractical to expose core functionality in this manner.

We address this issue with a framework for call optimizations, which allows software components to simultaneously and transparently function as both Web Services and local Java objects in co-located services. Small, single purpose components are easier to develop and maintain, less error-prone, and often better matched to standardized functionality [5]. By mediating the technical limitations imposed by Web Services, the use of these techniques provides a programming model that offers transparency in the use of services in distributed object-oriented modelling. As these techniques are optimizations of calls between co-located services, they are completely orthogonal to, and can be used in conjunction with, service composition techniques such as BPEL4WS, WS-AtomicTransaction and WS-Coordination.

A recent example of the application of these techniques is the construction of a workflow execution engine. A workflow engine typically contains functionality for, e.g., workflow state coordination, task submission, job monitoring, and log maintenance. By de-composing the engine functionality into a set of cooperating services rather than a large, monolithic structure, reusable software components are created and can be exposed as Web Services. The use of the proposed call optimization framework makes the de-composition process transparent to developers, provides improved fault tolerance though the use of multiple service providers (for, e.g., job submission), and preserves the performance of a single software component (an example from [3] and [4]).

3.2 Dynamic Service Re-Composition

Given a mechanism for service de-composition, a natural next step is to identify mechanisms to facilitate dynamic and transparent reconfiguration of Web Services during runtime, here referred to as service re-composition. In most service orchestration and choreography scenarios, this can be achieved using late service binding and dynamic discovery of services. As in the case of service de-composition, natural inefficiencies in these techniques may discourage developers from using them to their full potential.

We employ a scheme for dynamic configuration of services into networks of smaller, constituent services. Once again, this is a lower-level optimization of the service interactions that does not compete with traditional service orchestration techniques, but can rather co-exist with them. The scheme (out-
lined in Section 4.5) consists of services keeping local copies of configuration modules that may at any time be updated by external means. All services consult their respective configuration modules when making decisions about what plug-ins to load, which services to interact with, etc. Once a transaction with another service has been initialized, information about this process is maintained separately. The benefits of using this scheme include increased flexibility in development and deployment; access to transparent mechanisms for redundancy, fault tolerance and load balancing; and ease of administration.

A practical example of the application of this technique is the internal workings of the GJMF [3]. All services in the framework are configured using the dynamic configuration technique described, allowing services to reshape the network of services that collectively make up the higher-level functionality of the framework. Note that this technique is completely transparent to service orchestration and choreography approaches as it operates on a lower level. In fact, in a service orchestration scenario it is expected that the configuration data would be provided the service by the orchestration mechanism itself.

4. Architectural Design Patterns

The techniques presented here are intended to be used as architectural design patterns to facilitate the development of scalable and composable Web Services. Though they may be used individually, the techniques have proven to provide synergistic effects when combined, both in development and deployment.

4.1 Software Design Patterns

In architecture design, we extensively employ the use of established software design patterns [8] for the creation of efficient and reusable software components with small system footprints. The Flyweight, Builder, and Immutable patterns are used to create lean and efficient data structures. Patterns such as the Singleton, Factory Method, and Observer are deployed in a variety of scenarios to create dynamic and composable software components. To enable components to dynamically update and replace functionality, we use the Strategy, Abstract Factory, Model-View-Controller, and Chain of Responsibility patterns. The Facade, Mediator, Proxy, Command, Broker, Memento, and Adapter patterns are used to facilitate, organize, abstract, and virtualize component interaction.

4.2 Immutable Wrappers & Service APIs

In this section, we present patterns used for data representation and service APIs. The techniques presented combine design patterns and design heuristics, and are aimed to simplify service client development and facilitate the techniques presented in the following sections.
Passive data objects such as job and workflow descriptions are rarely modified once created. A useful pattern for the representation of passive data objects is to construct immutable data wrapper classes that provide abstraction of the data interface. Embedding data validation in wrappers also simplifies data handling, and is considered good practice in defensive programming. Typically, in Web Service development, data representations are specified in service descriptions and stub types are generated from WSDL. The use of wrappers around stub types provides the additional benefit of encapsulating service engine-specific stub behavior and incompatibility issues between service engines. The practice of assigning unique identifiers, e.g., in the form of Universally Unique Identifiers (UUID), to data instances facilitates the use of persistence models such as Java object serialization and GT4 resource persistence, and provides services and clients with synchronized data identifiers. By creating a service-specific data translation component, it is possible to help service instances to translate stubs to wrappers, and vice versa. The use of immutable wrappers and a designated translation component is illustrated in Figure 1. In the figure, software components are illustrated as boxes, component interactions as solid arrows, and dynamically discovered and resolved interactions as arrows with dotted lines. Note that the service client APIs and back-end make use of immutable data wrappers and are isolated from the stubs by the stub type translator.
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*Figure 1.* Illustration of local call optimizations for co-located services; dynamic resolution of service client APIs, back-ends and resources; and the use of immutable data wrappers.

In the interest of software usability for developers, it is recommended to provide client APIs with each Web Service. This practice allows developers
with limited experience of Web Service development to use SOAs transparently, and offers reference implementations detailing service use. In service APIs, a programming language interface, rather than a concrete implementation, should be used to abstract the service interface. The API interface should furthermore make strict use of wrapped data types in order to isolate it from changes in underlying architectures, e.g., Web Service engine replacement.

4.3 Local Call Structures

The use of local call structures facilitates the development of components that can be used both as generic objects and stand-alone Web Services. As illustrated in Figure 1, we propose a structure where Web Service implementations are divided into separate components for service data, interface, and implementation. Here, the service data are modeled as WSRF resources, which are dynamically resolved through the resource home using unique resource identifiers. The service interface contains the actual Web Service interfaces, and handles call semantics, stub type translation, and parameter validation issues. The service implementation back-end houses the service logic. It is dynamically resolved using a service back-end factory that instantiates a unique service implementation for each user, providing complete user-level isolation of service capabilities and resources.

Separating the service interface from the service implementation makes it possible for service clients that are co-located with the service (i.e., other services running in the same service container) to directly access the service logic. As illustrated in Figure 1, local calls bypass resource consuming data translations, credentials delegations, and Web Service invocations. For service notification invocations, the process is mediated through a notification dispatcher that dynamically resolves service resources and provides optional notification filtering and translation. Note that this scheme allows the GT4 resource persistence mechanisms to function unhindered, and remains compatible with the WSRF and WS-Notification specifications.

The resolution of the service back-end, and the local call logic, are encapsulated and made transparent to developers through the use of service client API classes. A service API factory provides appropriate service API implementations based on inspection of the service URLs, e.g., comparing IP address and port number to the local service containers configuration to determine if a local call can be made and wrapping the use of multiple (stateless) service instances into a single, logical service client interface. The service API factory makes this process transparent to the developer, which provides a set of service URLs to retrieve a service client interface.

The use of local calls efficiently optimizes communication between co-located services, but the main benefit of the technique is that it allows for
transparent de-composition of service functionality into networks of services. This provides for a more flexible development model for services that can be dynamically re-composed with a minimum of overhead, a requirement for service networks that rely on state update notifications for service coordination.

4.4 Policy Advisor and Mechanism Provider Plug-Ins

For situations where modules are to be dynamically provided and reused within components, but not between them, we make use of dynamic plug-in structures. Made up by a combination of programming language interfaces and designated configuration points, plug-in modules are dynamically located and loaded, and are considered volatile in the sense that they are intended to be short-lived and dynamically replaceable.

Functionality provided by plug-ins can be divided into two major categories: policy advisors and mechanism providers. A policy advisor implementation is intended to function in a strict advisory capacity for scenarios where policy logic is too complex to be expressed in direct configuration. The typical role of a policy advisor is to provide decisions when asked specific questions (formulated by the plug-in interface). This type of plug-in is useful for decision support in, e.g., failure handling or job prioritization. Mechanism providers are typically used for interface abstraction and integration point exposure. These types of modules are used to provide, e.g., vendor-specific database accessors or alternative brokering algorithms for job submitters.

Plug-in implementations should be light-weight, refrain from causing side-effects, have short response times, be thread-safe, and use minimal amounts of memory. Services using plug-ins should acquire the modules dynamically for each use, and rely strictly on the plug-in interface for functionality. As plug-ins can be provided by third party developers, and dynamically provided over networks, the use of code signing techniques to maintain service integrity is advisable. Grid security solutions that deploy Public-Key Infrastructures (PKI) for associating X.509 certificates with users can also be used to provide key pairs for code signing. When services provide user-centric views of service functionality, per-user configuration of service mechanism is trivial to realize.

4.5 Dynamic Service Configuration

Configuration data for Web Services are typically expressed in XML and loaded from local configuration files. Semantic Web Services provide configuration metadata to facilitate a higher degree of automation in, primarily, service composition and choreography. Similar to this approach, we employ a simplistic architecture for dynamic configuration built on the interchange of configuration data between services, and customized configuration modules to be used within services. This approach allows services to be expressed as net-
works of services, and to dynamically adapt to changes in executional context in a way that can be utilized by semantic service aggregators.

Central to our configuration approach is a dynamically replaceable configuration module. Each service maintains a configuration module factory that instantiates configuration modules when needed. The manner in which data contained in the configuration modules are acquired is encapsulated in the factory and can alternate between, e.g., polling of configuration files, triggering in databases, querying of Grid Monitoring and Discovery Services, and notifications from dedicated configuration services.

Providing configuration data through dedicated configuration services allows for transparent configuration of multiple services, where each service requests configuration data based on current user identity and service location. Dedicated configuration services can monitor resource availability and perform, e.g., load balancing through dynamic reconfiguration of networks of cooperating services. In terms of administrational overhead, this technique can alleviate the managerial burden of administering services as it provides a single point of configuration for multiple service containers. As the local call structures of Section 4.3 provide an automatic and transparent optimization of calls between co-located services, the configuration service may attempt to optimize inter-service usage by favoring cooperation between co-located services.

In this scheme, services should never maintain direct references to configuration modules, but rather rely on them as temporary factories for configuration data. Interpretation of configuration data, type conversions, and data validation are examples of tasks to be performed by configuration modules. The use of caching techniques for configuration modules, and the synchronization and acquisition of raw configuration data should be encapsulated in configuration module factories. As seen in Section 4.4, configuration data may also be supplied in the form of plug-ins, in which case the configuration module is responsible for the location and dynamic construction of these plug-ins. When providing sensitive data, the personalization techniques of Section 4.3 can be used to provide user-level isolation of service configuration.

4.6 Service Monitoring

The dynamic configuration solutions of Section 4.5 facilitate the deployment of composite Web Services as networks of services. For reasons of system transparency, it is equally important to make parts of this configuration available to service clients, e.g., as WSRF resource properties. Consider a client submitting workflows to a workflow execution service, which schedules and submits a Grid job for each workflow task. In the interest of system openness, the client should be provided means to trace job execution, e.g., from workflow down to computational resource level. By publishing job End-Point References (EPR),
or log service URLs, the service empowers clients with the ability to monitor
and trace job execution.

As mentioned in Section 4.2, data entities are provided unique identifiers
prior to Web Service submission. Using these identifiers as resource keys for
Corresponding WSRF resources in Web Services allow clients with knowledge
of identifiers (and service URL) to create resource EPRs when needed. Stateful
services expose interfaces for listing resources contained in the services. For
efficiency, the information returned by these interfaces are limited to lists of
data identifiers (UUIDs). To improve usability and ease of development for
service clients, boiler-plate solutions for tools to monitor service content are
provided with each service. Although not further explored here, it should be
noted that these monitoring interfaces, as well as the wrappers and service APIs
of Section 4.2, are well suited for use in web portals and directly usable in the
JavaService Pages (JSP) environment.

5. Related Work

There exists numerous valuable contributions on how to design for service
composition and orchestration within both the fields of Grid computing and
service orientation. For reasons of brevity, however, this section only references
a selected number of related publications that directly touch upon the concepts
presented in our software development approach.

The authors of [6] provide a grouping of service composition strategies. Our
approach, containing late service bindings and semi-automatic service in-
teraction planning, falls into the semi-dynamic service composition strategies
category of this model. Brief surveys of service orchestration and choreog-
raphy techniques are given in [10] and [11], and an approach for developing
pattern-based service coordination is presented in [15]. Our work focuses on
design heuristics and patterns for dynamic and transparent service composition
in Grid contexts, and is considered orthogonal to all these techniques. The au-
thors of [2] investigate a framework for service composition using Higher Order
Components. Here, component Web Service interface generation is automated,
and services are dynamically configured and deployed. We consider this a dif-
f erent technique pursuing a similar goal, i.e., dynamic service composition.

The Globus Toolkit [7] and the Apache Axis Web Service engine both contain
utilities for local call optimizations. The Axis engine provides an in-memory
call mechanism, and the Globus Toolkit provides a configurable local invocation
utility that performs dynamically resolved Java calls to methods in co-located
services. These approaches provide a higher level of transparency in service
development, whereas our approach focuses on transparency for service client
developers. In terms of performance, direct Java calls are naturally faster than
in-memory Web Service invocations, and the GT4 approach suffers additional
overhead for the dynamic invocation of methods compared to our approach. Additionally, GT4 does not currently support local invocations for notifications.

Recent approaches to Grid job monitoring are presented in [1] and [12], and are here included to illustrate service monitoring functionality in dynamically composable service networks. We strive to provide dynamic monitoring and traceability mechanisms that are usable in external service monitoring tools, rather than providing stand-alone service monitoring solutions.

6. Conclusions

We present an approach to Grid software development consisting of a number of architectural design patterns. These patterns, as presented in Section 4, provide a framework addressing service de- and re-composition. The patterns presented can each be used individually, but provide synergistic effects when combined into a framework. E.g., the unique identifiers of the immutable wrappers that are used in service client APIs can also be used as resource keys for service resources, providing a simple mechanism for client-service data synchronization. Additional examples of synergistic effects are the cooperative use of local call structures, dynamic configuration, plug-ins, and service monitoring techniques: Local call structures reduce service footprints to a level where services are usable for the creation of transparent service networks. As service APIs and service API factories make the use of local calls transparent, service client developers are given an automated mechanism for optimization of service interaction. Employing dynamic configuration techniques to exploit the transparency of local calls then further increases flexibility in service interaction and administration of multiple services. Plug-ins can in turn be used to represent policy decisions, i.e., configuration semantics too complex to be represented in direct configuration, to provide alternative mechanisms, and expose integration points in services. Parts of service configuration can be exposed through monitoring interfaces to provide system transparency and monitorability, and services can employ replaceable plug-ins to utilize customized monitoring mechanisms.

The patterns described provide individually useful mechanisms for system architecture, and are orthogonal in design to each other and related technologies. Combined, they provide a framework for building lean and efficient Web Services that can be used transparently in cooperative networks of services.
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1 Introduction

The task of constructing complete, robust, and high-performing systems that simultaneously provide sophisticated user interfaces and transparent access to computational resources is inherently complex. The range of Grid middlewares available today combined with the amount of applications (potentially) running on Grids introduces additional complexity. Thus, current portal-oriented efforts towards this goal \cite{8, 11, 13} typically yield solutions that provide application-oriented interfaces tightly coupled to specific Grid middlewares, or Grid middleware solutions accessible only through generic user interfaces.

In this work we explore an architectural design pattern for development of advanced end-user applications capable of middleware-agnostic Grid use. We extend the methodology of \cite{6} to development of flexible Grid portals that combine
application-oriented user interfaces with transparent Grid access. A 3-tier integration architecture that abstracts Grid functionality and isolates user interfaces from job management is proposed, and the approach is illustrated by an integration of the Lunarc Application Portal, an application-oriented Grid portal, and the Grid Job Management Framework, a middleware-independent Grid job management system designed for this purpose. The integration of these systems provides a flexible architecture where user interfaces can be adapted to specific applications and abstracted beyond the details of the underlying middleware.

1.1 The Lunarc Application Portal

The Lunarc Application Portal (LAP) is a web-based portal for submitting jobs to Grid resources [16–18]. The portal is implemented in Python using the Webware for Python [21] application server, and utilizes (in the original design) ARC/arcLib [5] for submitting and controlling jobs. Webware is a lightweight application server providing multi-user session handling, servlets, and page rendering. Although Webware provides a built-in web server, most applications use the Apache web server and a special extension module, mod_webkit2, to forward HTTP requests to the Webware application server. The recommended way of running LAP is through an SSL-enabled Apache web server.

The LAP can be viewed both as a web portal and as a Python-based framework for implementation of customized user interfaces for Grid-enabled applications. The core implementation includes a set of modules that provide management of users and job definitions, security, middleware integration, and user interface rendering. The portal also provides a set of servlets for non-application oriented tasks such as job definition creation, job monitoring, and job control.

Support for new applications in LAP is offered through use of customization points and plug-ins. An LAP plug-in is comprised of a user interface generation servlet, a task class that defines job attributes, methods for generating job descriptions, and a set of bootstrap files required for Grid job submission.

In order to simplify the process of implementing user interfaces, LAP provides an object-oriented user interface module, Web.Ui, that renders HTML for web user interfaces and handles form submissions. LAP also provides functionality for automatic generation of xRSL [5] job descriptions.

1.2 The Grid Job Management Framework

Developed in the Grid Infrastructure Research & Development (GIRD) [19] project, the Grid Job Management Framework (GJMF) [6] is a toolkit for job management in Grid environments. The design of the framework is a product of research on service composition techniques [9] and exploration of software design principles for a healthy Grid ecosystem [7]. The framework is implemented as a Service-Oriented Architecture (SOA), using Java and the Globus Toolkit [10].

The GJMF is comprised of a hierarchical set of replaceable Web Services that combined provide an infrastructure for virtualization of Grid middleware functionality and automatization of the repetitive tasks of job management.
The granularity of job management in the GJMF ranges from management of individual jobs to automatic and fault-tolerant processing of sets of abstract task groups. The GJMF provides middleware virtualization by principle of abstraction, and presents a common interface to Grid middleware functionality to developers and end-users without regard to details of the underlying middleware. Functionality in the framework not supported by the underlying middleware, e.g., job state notifications in ARC, is emulated by the framework and presented to applications and end-users as native resources of the middleware. The GJMF also provides numerous structures for customization of the job management process. This customization ranges from individual configuration of the framework services to plug-in structures where, e.g., brokering algorithms, monitoring interfaces, failure handling, and job prioritization modules can be provided and installed by third party developers. See [6] for details.

A full Java client API for the framework is provided and allows developers with limited experience of Web Service development to utilize the framework. This API, as demonstrated in this work, facilitates integration of the GJMF with other systems, e.g., application portals and Grid applications. All features of the framework are accessible through both the Web Service interfaces and the Java client API. The GJMF utilizes JSDL [2] for job descriptions, and provides a translation service for transformations to other job description formats.

2 Integration Architecture

In the proposed architecture, we employ a loosely coupled model where customized modules in portals (the LAP) dynamically discover and access computational resources via a Grid access layer (the GJMF services). The LAP and GJMF are assigned the following responsibilities in the integration architecture.

- Application management: It is the responsibility of the LAP to provide application configuration parameters, gather job submission parameters, create application file repositories, acquire user credentials, authenticate users in the Grid environment, and to render user interfaces. For example, the LAP provides application requirement metadata in job descriptions to indicate and detail the use of Matlab in applications.

- Grid job management: The GJMF is responsible for all matters pertaining to Grid job management. This includes functionality for resource brokering, job submission, job monitoring, job control, and to provide robust handling of failures in job submission and execution. For example, the GJMF uses the previously mentioned application requirement metadata to broker Matlab jobs to Matlab-equipped hosts.

As illustrated in Figure 1, the original 2-tier architecture of the LAP has been extended into a classical 3-tier architecture [4] where the GJMF services are accessed through bridge modules and the GJMF client API. As can be seen in the illustration, the GJMF job management coexists non-intrusively with the legacy ARC/arcLib-based job management modules of the original LAP.
The integration of the LAP and the GJMF has resulted in the development of the GJMF Portal Integration Extensions (PIE), a customization of the xRSL translation capabilities of the GJMF JSDL Translation Service (JTS), as well as the inclusion of a number of Java-Python bridge components in the LAP.

In the GJMF, it is the purview of the JTS to provide translations between job description formats and to ensure that job semantics are preserved in the process. In the case of the LAP-GJMF integration, there are two types of translations performed: an xRSL to JSDL translation is performed in the LAP upon job creation, and a translation from JSDL to the actual job description format used by the middleware (xRSL for ARC, and RSL [10] for GT4) is performed internally in the GJMF during the final stages of job submission. In the LAP-GJMF integration, the JTS uses job description annotations to provide semantically correct translations of application support parameters (e.g., preserving process environment information) for LAP applications. Naturally, the JTS also contains customization points for extending the translation capabilities to support other formats or alternative translation semantics.

The PIE is a Java-based software component consisting of an integration bridge, a task (group) registry, a submission queue, and a state monitor. These components provide an LAP interface, manage tasks and task groups, handle background GJMF submissions, and monitor GJMF state updates respectively. The PIE effectively wraps use of the GJMF client API and provides functionality for job submission, job control, notification-based state monitoring, and job brokering to the portal. PIE objects are deployed in authenticated sessions in the LAP, run inside the LAP process space, and help enforce user-level isolation.
of job information in the portal (each user session is provided a unique PIE instance). In the LAP, bridge modules for job submission, job control, portal status updates, and job monitoring that interface with the PIE have been added. As the bridge modules are native to the LAP (i.e., developed in Python), JPype (version 0.5.3) has been employed to bridge the Java-Python barrier. JPype is a library that allows Python applications to access Java class libraries within the Python process space, connecting the virtual machines on native code level.

As also illustrated in Figure 1, the flexibility of the integration architecture allows existing legacy applications supported by the LAP to continue to function unaltered, including applications who have not yet been adapted to the new environment. This is achieved by the portal maintaining a concurrent legacy job management setup, which utilizes the ARC/arcLib [5] for job management.

When investigating the scalability and flexibility of the architecture, it should be noted that just as a single LAP can make use of multiple GJMFs, multiple LAPs can make use of the same GJMF. Similarly, just as a single GJMF can make use of multiple middleware installations concurrently, so can multiple GJMFs utilize the same middleware installation. Furthermore, as demonstrated by the test configurations of Section 3, the LAP, the GJMF, and the middleware(s) can all be hosted locally or distributed to dedicated servers over networks. The components of the architecture are designed to function non-intrusively [7] for seamless integration in production Grid environments.

3 System Evaluation

To evaluate and demonstrate the flexibility of the proposed architecture, a number of tests have been performed using a range of test configurations and a set of Grid applications that are in current production use.

Software Installations.
The test suites in the system evaluation have been run on nodes deploying different configurations of (at least) three software installations.

- LAP node: A front-end deploying an installation of the upgraded LAP. This node houses the PIE and the bridge components of the integration architecture as well as a fully functional legacy installation of the original LAP architecture. For file staging, the LAP node also deploys a GridFTP server.
- GJMF node: A node deploying a full installation of the GJMF. All GJMF services are run in the same GT4 ws-core 4.0.5 service container to enable inter-service local call optimizations [6, 9], and all communication is protected using GT4 Secure Conversation encryption.
- Middleware node(s): A (set of) middleware back-ends, running either the GT4 or the ARC middleware. The middleware node(s) also deploy middleware-specific GridFTP file staging solutions.
Deployment Configurations.
To illustrate the robustness and flexibility of the proposed architecture, the system is demonstrated in three deployment configurations. NorduGrid certificates are used for authentication of actors and security contexts in all tests.

- Local environment: All three software components are installed on the same machine, and each software component executes in a dedicated process.
- Distributed environment: Each software component is installed on a dedicated machine. All machines are located on the same network.
- Generic production environment: As illustrated in Figure 2, each software component is installed on geographically distributed production machines. The LAP node is located at LUNARC (Lund, Sweden), the GJMF node at HPC2N (Umeå, Sweden), GT4 middleware node(s) at UPPMAX (Uppsala, Sweden), and ARC middleware node(s) at NSC (Linköping, Sweden).

Test Applications.
Two applications for which the LAP is in production use today have been used to gauge the usability of the portal in a production environment.

- Matlab application: The LAP contains a bootstrapping module for initializing and executing Matlab code on Grid resources without use of the Matlab Compiler. This type of application requires a Matlab installation on the computational resource, executes a single job, and performs bidirectional file staging. The Matlab application module is here tested using an implementation of finite element code simulating stresses in straddling beams.
- Bioinformatics application (QTL mapping): This application searches for locations in the genome of an organism affecting a quantitative trait like body weight, crop yield, etc. The search is performed by solving a demanding
multidimensional global optimization problem, which is parallelized into a set of independent jobs. This type of application performs bidirectional file staging but does not require specific execution environment support libraries.

Usage Scenarios.
In the LAP, the main usage scenarios involve two user roles: the application expert and the end-user. Support for new applications is added to the LAP through the creation of application-specific plug-in modules that perform automatic creation of job environments, configuration of application workflows, and generation of application user interfaces. Creation and configuration of applications is the responsibility of the application expert (or system administrator). The process of creating, submitting, and managing jobs is in the LAP performed by the portal end-user, and includes four conceptual stages.

1. The portal end-user creates a job by instantiating a pre-configured application workflow, and supplies the job with required application parameters in the LAP. This results in the generation of an xRSL job description, which is later translated to a JSDL job description using the GJMF JTS.
2. The end-user submits the job from the LAP, an action resulting in the submission of a GJMF task (for single jobs) or a GJMF task group (for multiple jobs) to the PIE. The PIE places the task or task group in a background submission queue, and eventually submits it to the GJMF.
3. The GJMF processes the task or task group, submitting and resubmitting it to middlewares until the process has resulted in a successful job completion. Portal end-users can monitor task or task group progress in the LAP.
4. Once a task or task group has been processed by the GJMF, the end-user accesses resulting data files in the LAP, and removes the job from the LAP. All file stagings are performed by middlewares as GridFTP transfers between the LAP server and the computational resource used for job execution. The GJMF conveys file staging information, but is not actively involved in any file staging scenarios. The file staging semantics of the proposed architecture differ from the original architecture of the LAP, where end-users manually fetched job results from computational resources using HTTP requests. File transfer status is considered part of job execution status and a failed file staging attempt (in either direction) will result in a failed job. A multi-job task failure will not affect the status of other multi-job tasks.

4 Performance Observations

We briefly discuss the proposed architecture’s impact on interface response times, job management overhead, and job execution makespans.

– Interface response times. Compared to the original 2-tier architecture of the LAP, the proposed integration architecture improves upon the system’s user interface responsiveness, providing instantaneous response to user actions. This is due to the background submission queues of the PIE and the new
architecture’s use of the GJMF notification-based state monitoring, which improves scalability through a reduced need for middleware state polling.

- Job management overhead. The overhead associated with job management tasks performed by the GJMF (e.g., resource discovery, task brokering) sum to an average of less than one second per job and has previously been documented in [6]. As the GJMF job management overhead is masked by job execution times, the system-wide impact of this overhead is negligible.

- Job execution makespan. The job execution makespan is made up by factors such as batch system queue times, middleware overhead, job execution time, and file staging times. These factors are independent of the proposed integration architecture and therefore out of the scope of this discussion.

The integration architecture has proven stable and provides enhanced functionality and middleware independence with comparable or improved performance.

5 Related Work

There exist a number of projects that implements web interfaces for Grid resources, such as Gridsphere [13], GridBlocks [11], and the P-GRADE portal [15]. The user interfaces of these portals are often designed as workflow editors and applications are viewed as building blocks in larger contexts. This differs from our work as the LAP focuses on creation of customized user interfaces for specific applications, and provides pre-configured workflows for target applications.

There also exist a number of projects related to the GJMF approach to job management, e.g., the Gridbus [20] middleware that employs a layered architecture and platform-independent approach to Grid job management; the GridWay Metascheduler [14] that provides reliable and autonomous execution of Grid jobs; the GridLab Grid Application Toolkit [1] that provides a service-oriented toolkit for Grid application development; GridSAM [12] that uses JSDL job descriptions and offers middleware-abstracted job submission through Web Services; and P-GRADE [15], which provides fault-tolerant Grid execution of parallel programs.

Related to the integration architecture, a kin project is the GEMLCA [3] integration with P-GRADE [15], where the layered architecture of GEMLCA is employed to run legacy applications as Grid services and P-GRADE provides interfaces for building execution environment, application monitoring, and results management. In comparison with other projects, the aim of the proposed architecture is to illustrate how to exploit the already available components of the LAP and the GJMF using the simplest possible integration model.

6 Conclusions

We have investigated integration techniques for user-friendly, robust, scalable, and flexible Grid portal architectures, proposed a layered approach to system integration, and demonstrated this in the integration of two existing systems; the LAP and the GJMF. The proposed integration architecture improves upon the
original LAP architecture in terms of scalability, support for multiple middle-
wares, performance, response times, and deployment flexibility. The user-friendly
interfaces of the LAP abstract the use of the GJMF, allowing existing portal in-
stallations to be transparently upgraded to use the new integration architecture.

Use of the GJMF’s automated brokering and job (re)submission capabilities
improves the system’s fault-tolerance and robustness, and introduces transpar-
ent middleware independence. As the multiple job submission mode of the LAP
makes use of the GJMF Task Group Management Service (TGMS), the need
for manual synchronization of jobs is eliminated and allows end-users to treat
multiple jobs as a single management unit. Similarly, use of customized JTS job
description translations facilitates middleware independence and automated job
result retrieval. The middleware independence introduced by the GJMF allows
for integration of new middlewares, facilitates transitions to new environments,
and increases the expected lifetime of the LAP and LAP applications. Con-
versely, use of the LAP’s ability to easily create customized application user
interfaces empowers the GJMF with application support and usability features.

The proposed integration architecture is lightweight and non-intrusive, sup-
ports a representative range of Grid applications, and does not impede use of the
original architecture’s functionality in any way. In fact, the two versions are com-
pletely orthogonal in implementation and can co-exist in the same deployment
environment. Use of the GJMF for job management in the portal contributes
additional functionality in terms of resource brokering, failure handling, loose
coupling of resources, and middleware independence. The PIE improves portal
response times and scalability in state monitoring and job submission.

The GJMF-empowered LAP is currently available in a prototype version for
SweGrid, supporting bioinformatics, computational chemistry, and astronomy
applications. The Matlab extensions of the original architecture have been pre-
served and Matlab-based applications function unaltered in the new architecture.
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1. Introduction

The increasingly common use of federated Grids put new requirements on software for job and resource management. Common examples of federated Grids include hierarchical Grids, where large-scale international collaborations make use of parts of national Grids, and multiple national Grids allow cross-Grid utilization in order to more efficiently handle variations in resource demand. Requirements placed on software for federated Grids even further emphasize many of the key requirements typically put on software for individual Grids. As federated Grids are often more short-lived, less monolithic, and more heterogeneous in Grid middleware, there is an even stronger need for tools to provide key functionality with great flexibility in deployment and configuration. The need for software that coexist and non-intrusively integrate with other middleware components is vital, scalability requirements even more emphasized as system size increases, and centralized solutions even less feasible due to factors such as increased heterogeneity in Grid access, and policy enforcement being performed locally on resource sites.

In these settings, Grid job management tools should focus on maintaining non-intrusive integration models, provide functionality on top of available Grid interfaces, and abstract complexity of underlying Grid infrastructure components when possible. Resource brokering should be performed assuming the use of multiple concurrent job submission systems and without attempts of maintaining global state information for Grid jobs or resources. Resource contention issues and failure handling should be implemented using adaptive approaches and robustness provided through redundancy of capability rather than prediction of possible failure causes.

While there are many viable approaches to Grid job management in use today, there exists a need for robust Grid job management tools that are able to function across Grid boundaries, integrate non-intrusively, and provide abstractions of Grid middleware functionality that decouple applications from specific Grid middlewares. Generic Grid applications decoupled from Grid middlewares are more likely to be able to migrate to new Grids, be reused in new projects, and adapted to new problems. To further a looser coupling between applications and Grid resources, tools need to provide flexibility in utilization and deployment without sacrificing scalability, performance, or middleware and platform independence.

The research question of how to best design Grid infrastructure software is currently open-ended and addressed in a number of different ways. The
approach taken in this work consists of identification of a set of desirable traits likely to promote software sustainability in a Grid ecosystem (as described in Section 2), and exploration of software design and development methodologies which result in composable software components that inhabit and define niches in an ecosystem of Grid infrastructure components.

For software aimed for collaborative Grid environments, usage scenarios tend to include a number of complex factors such as heterogeneous user bases organized in virtual organizations, varying deployment requirements, resource heterogeneity and contention issues, unpredictable failure models, and ever-changing user requirements. In such settings, robustness of tools are prioritized, and utility is measured in terms of scalability, flexibility in usage and deployment, level of functionality and heterogeneity abstraction, complexity of administration, ability to automate repetitive administrative tasks, degree of coupling between components, and level of integration intrusion.

In this work, we extend the software design methodologies of [22], [20], and [18], and propose a composable Service-Oriented Architecture (SOA) for Grid job management constituted by layers of loosely coupled, composable, and replaceable Web Services. The architectural model of the framework is built upon the principle of abstraction; functionality is stratified into layers of autonomous services that incrementally provide additional features to end-users by utilizing and abstracting complexity of underlying services. This enables software developers to build aggregated systems where individual parts of the architecture can be deployed as stand-alone components, minimizes the formal knowledge between components to provide a loosely coupled model of component interaction, and allows great flexibility in system configuration. Application developers can choose what parts of the framework to make use of based on current application needs, and system administrators can reconfigure framework deployment dynamically. The architecture also promotes application and middleware interoperability by providing an abstracted interface to Grid middleware functionality, and supports concurrent use of multiple middlewares. The services of the framework implement well defined interfaces and provide customization points for dynamic alteration of component and system behavior. By use of configurable customization points in the middleware abstraction services, additional middleware support can easily be provided by third parties.

The architecture is illustrated by a proof-of-concept implementation called the Grid Job Management Framework (GJMF), which is presented along with an evaluation of system performance. The framework is designed to provide
transparent Grid access to applications through a set of abstractive interfaces that can be combined with (optional) advanced customizability features. Applications built on top of the framework are provided transparent Grid middleware functionality that allows Grid resource utilization without coupling applications to specific middlewares. Applications and infrastructure tools are also able to reuse components of the framework for generic Grid operation on an individual basis, promoting a functionality-based model of software reuse and increasing component and system sustainability. Throughout the paper, intended system behavior and implications of system design and architecture are discussed alongside documentation of experiences from system design and development.

The structure of the remainder of the paper is as follows: In Section 2 an introduction to the concept of an ecosystem of Grid components is given along with a brief description of software requirements for infrastructure components inhabiting such a system. After this, an architecture model for a layered Grid job management framework is proposed in Section 3, followed by a detailed presentation of the individual services of the proof-of-concept implementation of the framework in Section 4. An architecture discussion then ensues in Section 5, followed by a performance evaluation illustrating some of the framework trade-offs in Section 6. Related and future work are presented in sections 7 and 8, respectively, and the paper is concluded in Section 9.

2. The Grid Ecosystem and Software Requirements

An ecosystem can be defined as a system formed by the interaction of a community of organisms with their shared environment. Central to the ecosystem concept is that organisms interact with all elements in their surroundings, and that ecosystem niches are formed from specialization of interactions within the ecosystem. In an ecosystem of Grid components [64], [20], niches are defined by functionality required and provided by software components, end-users, and other Grid actors; and Grid infrastructures are constituted by systems composed of components selected from the ecosystem. Here, software compete on evolutionary bases for ecosystem niches, where natural selection tend to preserve components better at adapting to altered conditions over time. Adaptability is hence defined in terms of integrability, interoperability, adoptability, efficiency, and flexibility. For software to be successful in the Grid ecosystem, individual software components should be
composable, replaceable, able to integrate non-intrusively with other components, support established niche actors, e.g., Grid middlewares and applications, and promote adoptability through ease of use and minimization of administrative complexity.

Currently however, the majority of Grid resources available are accessible only through a specific Grid middleware deployed on the site of the resource. This, combined with the complexity and interoperability issues of today’s Grid middlewares, leads to the Grid interoperability contradiction [24], and tend to result in a degree of tight coupling between Grid applications and Grid middlewares. To isolate Grid end-users and applications from details of the underlying middleware and create a more loosely coupled model of Grid resource use, a Grid job management tool should be designed to operate on top of middlewares, abstract middleware functionality and offer a middleware-agnostic interface to Grid job management. From an ecosystem point-of-view, this type of Grid middleware functionality abstraction helps to define and decouple an autonomous job management niche.

Furthermore, to promote interchangeability, components should build upon standardization efforts, e.g., support de facto standard approaches for virtual organization-based authentication and accounting solutions, function independent of platform, language, and middleware requirements, and provide transparent and easy-to-use Grid resource access models that support use of federated Grid resources. This reduces ecosystem component development complexity, mitigates learning requirements for Grid end-users, and promotes interoperability and adoption of Grid utilization in new user groups.

Like in any evolution-based system, adaptability and efficiency are key to software sustainability in the Grid ecosystem as they promote adoption and use of software components. By creating systems composed of small, well-defined, and replaceable components, functionality can be aggregated into flexible applications, resulting in increased survivability for both components and applications [22]. This idea to create composed and loosely coupled applications from autonomous networked components lies at the heart of Service-Oriented Architecture (SOA) [53] methodology.

In the framework, components are realized as autonomous Web Services that contain multiple customization points where third party plug-ins can be used to alter or augment both system and component behavior. To promote deployment flexibility, the framework composition, as well as individual component customization setup, can also be dynamically altered via service configurations as described in [22]. Additionally, individual components of
the framework can be used as stand-alone services, or in other composed architectures, while concurrently serving as part of the framework in the same deployment environment.

3. Framework Architecture

The practice of developing and deploying infrastructure components as dynamically configured SOAs facilitates development of flexible and robust applications that aggregate component functionality and are capable of dynamic reconfiguration [22]. This approach also provides a model for distributed software reuse, both on component and code level, and facilitates integration software development with a minimum of intrusion into existing systems [21]. Providing small, single-purpose components reduces component complexity and facilitates adaptation to standardization efforts [22].

The architectural model used has previously been briefly introduced in [18], and various aspects of the software development model have been discussed in [22], [20], and [21]. The software development model used in this work is a product of work in the Grid Infrastructure Research & Development (GIRD) multiproject [65] and is documented in [22] and [20]. The models favor architectures built on principles of flexibility, robustness, and adaptability; and aims to produce software well adjusted for use in the Grid ecosystem [64].

3.1. Architecture Layers

As illustrated in Figure 1, the framework architecture is divided into six layers of functionality, where each layer builds upon one or more lower layers and provides aggregated functionality to service clients. The layers range (bottom-up) from a Grid middleware layer to an application layer with four job management layers in between. For each layer a core functionality set has been identified and implemented as autonomous services in the proof-of-concept prototype (illustrated in the figure).

Grid Middleware Layer. In the architecture model, the Grid middleware layer houses all software components concerned with abstraction of native job management capabilities. This typically constitutes traditional Grid middlewares abstracting batch systems, e.g., the Globus middleware (GT4) [35] abstracting the Portable Batch System (PBS) [42], standardized job dispatchment services, e.g., the OGSA BES [28], and desktop Grid approaches such as
Figure 1: The proposed framework architecture. Services organized in hierarchical layers of functionality. Within the framework services communicate hierarchically, service clients are not restricted to this invocation pattern.

the Berkeley Open Infrastructure for Network Computing (BOINC) [7] and Condor [62] abstracting use of CPU cycle scavenging and volunteer computing resources. Components in the Grid middleware layer are not considered part of, or provided by, the framework but are essential in providing native job submission, control, and monitoring capabilities to the framework.

**Middleware Abstraction Layer.** The purpose of the middleware abstraction layer is to abstract the details of Grid middleware components and provide a unified Grid middleware interface to higher-layer components. All framework components housed in other layers are insulated from details of native and Grid job submission, monitoring, and control by the services in the middleware abstraction layer. Hence, integration of the framework with additional (or new versions of) Grid middlewares should ideally only concern components in this layer.

Currently, the middleware abstraction layer contains services for targeted job submission and control, information system interfaces, and services concerned with translation of job descriptions. Components in the middleware abstraction layer are expected to abstract middleware complexity and provide well-defined interfaces and customization support for integration of new
Grid middlewares. For middlewares lacking required functionality, e.g., middlewares with limited job monitoring capabilities, components in the middleware abstraction layer are expected to implement required system functionality to provide a unified job control interface.

**Brokered Job Submission Layer.** Placed atop of the middleware abstraction layer, the brokered job submission layer provides aggregated functionality for indirect, or brokered, job submission. The services of this layer improves upon the targeted job submission capabilities of the middleware abstraction layer by providing automated matching of jobs to computational resources. Job submission performed by services in this layer relies on the targeted job submission capabilities and the information system interfaces of the middleware abstraction layer, and provides a best effort type of failure handling by identifying a set of suitable computational resources for a job and (sequentially) attempting to submit the job to each of these until the job is accepted by a resource. Services in the brokered job submission layer do not provide job monitoring capabilities, as job submission here is expected to result in monitorable jobs in middleware abstraction layer services.

**Reliable Job Submission Layer.** Intended as the robust job submission abstraction of the architecture, services of the reliable job submission layer provide fault-tolerant and autonomous job submission and management capabilities. The term reliable job submission refers to the ability of these services to autonomously handle different types of errors in the job submission and execution processes through resubmission of jobs according to predefined failover policies. Services in the reliable job submission layer rely on services of the brokered job submission layer for brokering and job submission, and services of the middleware abstraction layer for job monitoring and control. Functionality for failure handling, e.g., for Grid congestion and job execution failures, is aggregated, and management of sets of independent jobs is provided. Services of the reliable job submission layer also provide monitoring capabilities for jobs and sets of jobs through job management contexts created for all resources submitted here.

**Advanced Job Submission Layer.** The advanced job submission layer is in the architecture of the framework aimed towards more advanced mechanisms for job management, e.g., workflow tools, Grid application components, and portal interfaces that by functionality requirements are coupled to individual components of the framework. The services of the advanced job submission
layer are intended to utilize the services of the reliable job submission layer, and function as integration bridges and customized service interfaces to the framework. Services in the advanced job submission layer are expected to provide their own job management and monitoring contexts as they are intended to aggregate the functionality of the other layers of the framework. A number of functionality sets for advanced job management have been identified and are under consideration (see Section 8) for development in the prototype implementation of the framework, e.g., management of data and sets of interdependent jobs.

**Application Layer.** Residing at the top of the hierarchical structure of the framework, the application layer houses Grid applications, computational portals, and other types of external service clients. As in the case of the Grid middleware Layer, softwares in the application layer are not necessarily considered part of the architecture of the framework, but are likely to impact the design of software in the architecture through design, construction, and feature requirements. Typically, service clients not integrated with the framework services are considered part of the application layer.

4. **The Grid Job Management Framework (GJMF)**

   Implemented as a prototype of the proposed architecture of Section 3, the Grid Job Management Framework (GJMF) is a Java-based toolkit for submission, monitoring, and control of Grid jobs designed as a hierarchical SOA of cooperating Web Services. Framework composition can be altered dynamically and controlled through service configuration and via customization points in services. The Grid-enabled Web Services of the GJMF have been implemented and are typically deployed using the Globus Toolkit [26], are compatible with established Grid security models, and conform to the use of a number of Web Service and Grid standards, e.g., the Web Service Description Language (WSDL) [14], SOAP [40], the Web Service Resource Framework (WSRF) [27], and the Job Submission Description Language (JSDL) [9]. The GJMF also conforms to the design of the Open Grid Service Architecture (OGSA) [29] and builds on the design of the OGSA Basic Execution Service (OGSA BES) [28], and the OGSA Resource Selection Services (OGSA RSS) [31].

   The services in the framework interact by passing messages using either request-response (for, e.g., job submissions) or publish-subscribe (for, e.g.,
state update notifications) communication patterns. The information routed through the framework travels vertically in Figure 1, and typically consists of job descriptions passed downwards in task and job submissions, and status update notifications propagated upwards in service state coordination messages. All services maintain state representations as WS-Resources [38], and expose these through service interfaces and WS-ResourceProperties [37], allowing clients to inspect state both explicitly and through subscription to WS-BaseNotifications [36].

4.1. Job Definitions

To facilitate the model of offering aggregated functionality through services organized in hierarchical layers, the GJMF defines three types of job definitions.

- A job is a concrete job description, containing all information required to execute a program on a (specified) computational resource. Jobs are in the GJMF processed by the Job Control Service and correspond to unique executions of programs on computational resources. Jobs typically consist of a JSDL file specifying an executable program, program parameters, computational resource references, file staging information, and optional JSDL annotations containing custom job processing hints.

- A task is an abstract (often incomplete) job description that typically requires additional information, e.g., computational resource references or specific job submission parameters, to become submitable to Grid middlewares. This required information is typically provided by task to resource matching (brokering). Tasks are in the GJMF processed by the Task Management Service. Note that by the GJMF definition, a job is a task subtype. This allows jobs to be submitted as tasks in the GJMF, in which case the additional brokering information is utilized in the brokering and job submission process.

- A task group is a set of independent tasks and jobs that can be executed in any order. Task groups distinguish themselves from jobs and tasks by having shared execution contexts for all tasks in a task group. Thus, the processing result of a task group is determined by the combined processing results of the task group’s tasks and jobs. Task groups are in the GJMF processed by the Task Group Management Service.
4.2. Components

As illustrated in Figure 1, the core of the GJMF is made up by five job management services. Part of the framework but not illustrated in the figure are also two auxiliary services, a job description translation and a log access service, as well as two core libraries, a service development utility library and the GJMF client Application Programming Interface (API). All services in the GJMF make use of these libraries, and all service interaction within the framework is routed through the service client APIs, allowing service communication optimizations to be ubiquitous and completely transparent to services, service clients, and end-users. Each service is capable of using multiple instances of other services, and supports a model of user-level isolation where unique service instances (back-ends) are created for each service user. Worker threads and contexts within individual services are shared among service back-ends and competition for resources between service instances occur as if services were deployed in separate service containers.

4.2.1. Log Accessor Service (LAS)

In a distributed architecture managing multiple synchronized states, ability to track state development and review processing progression is highly desirable. The Log Accessor Service (LAS) is a service that provides database-like interfaces to job, task, and task group logs generated by the GJMF. As
the name suggests, the LAS is designed to provide convenient log access to services, end-users, and clients. Within the GJMF, the LAS is used to record state transitions as well as job submission and processing information. The LAS is typically expected to have monodirectional data transfers, e.g., the GJMF services use the LAS to store data, and service clients use it to inspect details of task processing.

The internal structure of the LAS is illustrated in Figure 2a. The log accessor component offers a service interface and abstracts use of database-specific accessor plug-ins. The LAS maintains internal storage queues and resource serialization mechanisms to minimize overhead for use of the service and provide an asynchronized communication model for log storage. As also illustrated in Figure 2a, database support is provided the service through the use of customizable database accessor plug-in modules. These accessors can be provided by third parties to provide the LAS access to custom database formats currently not supported. Boiler-plate solutions for accessor plug-ins supporting Structured Query Language (SQL) [43] and Java Database Connectivity (JDBC) [61] are provided to facilitate development of custom plug-ins. Currently, the LAS supports use of MySQL [52], PostgreSQL [56], and Apache Derby [63], and accessor plug-ins for these systems are provided. Unlike the other services of the GJMF, use of the LAS is optional and not required for any other part of the GJMF to function. The LAS can be configured to use specific database accessors, and these accessors can also be configured through the LAS configuration.

4.2.2. JSDL Translation Service (JTS)

In the GJMF, the JSDL Translation Service (JTS) is used to provide job description translations to service clients and services. In terms of service to service communication, the JTS is typically used by the Job Control Service to provide translations of JSDL to formats used by Grid middlewares in native job submission. When used by service clients, the JTS can both provide translations from proprietary job description formats to JSDL, and translations from JSDL to Grid middleware formats (where the latter typically would be used to verify that job description semantics are preserved in translation).

As illustrated in Figure 2b, the JTS employs a modularized architecture where translation semantics are provided by plug-in modules, and support for new language translations can be added by third parties without modification of the framework. The JSDL translator component provides a service
Figure 3: Internal structure of the Job Control Service. Customization points are illustrated using dotted lines.

interface and abstracts the use of job description translator plug-ins. Both the JSDL translator and the translator plug-ins make optional use of LASs for log storage. Currently, the JTS supports translation between JSDL [9] and Globus Toolkit 4 Resource Specification Language (GT4 RSL) [26], NorduGrid Extended Resource Specification Language (XRSL) [17], and a custom dialect of XRSL presented in [21]. Translations of job descriptions are made based on the context of the job description representation created. Typically this means that job descriptions to be translated are parsed record by record for information required to create new representations of corresponding semantics. Type-specific data representations are translated based on the semantics of the enacting middleware, e.g., Uniform Resource Locators (URLs) are reformatted and supplied suitable protocol tags to match middleware transfer mechanism preferences. The JTS can be configured to use a specific set of translation modules, which can be configured through the JTS configuration.

4.2.3. Job Control Service (JCS)

Being one of the two fundamental middleware abstraction services of the GJMF, the purpose of the Job Control Service (JCS) is to provide a uniform and middleware-independent interface for job submission and control. The JCS defines a set of generic job functionality, as well as a job state model (illustrated in Figure 8c), that provide a fundamental view of job management
that other services in the GJMF build upon. Within the GJMF, the JCS is used by the Brokering & Submission Service as a job submission interface, and by the Task Management Service as a job monitoring and control interface, but the service may also be used directly by service clients as a targeted Grid job submission and control tool.

The internal structure of the JCS is illustrated in Figure 3. The job controller component provides a service interface and coordinates execution of jobs. Job resources are used to maintain job state and are exposed as inspectable WS-ResourceProperties to service clients. The job controller abstracts the use of middleware-specific job dispatcher and dispatcher prioritizer plug-ins, and both the job controller and the middleware dispatchers utilize LASs for log storage. Middleware support in the JCS is provided through customizable and configurable plug-in modules that allow third parties to develop and deploy support for proprietary job management solutions. Middleware dispatchers abstract use of Grid middlewares and employ the JTS and the LAS for job description translation and log storage respectively. The JCS currently provides middleware support for the NorduGrid ARC [17], GT4 [35] middlewares, and Condor [62]. For test and service client development purposes, the JCS also provides a simulation environment where jobs are simulated rather than submitted and executed. This utility allows JCS clients to encounter exotic job behaviors on demand via discrete-event simulation of job state transitions.

The JCS can be configured to use a specific set of middleware dispatchers, a middleware dispatcher prioritizer, a state monitor, a set of JTSs, and an optional set of LASs. For custom job processing, the functionality of the JCS may also be altered by providing processing hints to the JCS through annotations in the JSDL job description. These annotations can affect, e.g., middleware dispatcher prioritization, or provide job submission parameters such as queue system information for ARC submissions (an example from [21]) or GT4 Globus Resource Allocation Manager (WS-GRAM) parameters for Condor-G [32] submissions. As these types of processing hints are completely orthogonal to standard service behavior, i.e. does not affect processing of other jobs or other service functionality, they can be used to temporarily alter service behavior for a specific job without alteration of framework composition or configuration.
4.2.4. Resource Selection Service (RSS)

The fundamental task of matching a job to a suitable computational resource on a Grid is referred to as job or resource brokering. Built on the OGSA RSS [31] model, the GJMF Resource Selection Service (RSS) provides a service interface for performing job to resource matching in Grid environments. Within the GJMF, the RSS is used by the Brokering & Submission Service as an execution planning and brokering tool, but the service may also be used by service clients for job to resource matching directly.

The internal structure of the RSS is illustrated in Figure 4a. The resource selector component provides a service interface, coordinates brokering of tasks to computational resources, abstracts the use of middleware-specific information system accessor plug-ins, and utilizes LASs for log storage. Information system accessors abstract the use of middleware information systems, provide translations of middleware-specific record formats to an internal RSS format, and make use of LASs for log storage. The RSS internally maintains mechanisms for retrieval of resource information from information systems, caching of resource information, information system monitoring, and a customization mechanism that allows third parties to develop plug-ins to support new information sources, e.g., new Grid middleware information systems.

The RSS can be configured to retrieve information from a range of information systems, currently including the ARC and GT4 Grid middleware.
information systems, as well as a simulated information system configurable through the RSS configuration intended for service development purposes. The RSS also provides boiler-plate solutions for data access and type conversion to facilitate implementation of custom information accessors.

4.2.5. Brokering & Submission Service (BSS)

The Brokering & Submission Service (BSS) provides the GJMF and service clients with an interface for best-effort brokered job submission. The definition of best effort job submission used here is that no measures for correction of, or compensation for, failed job submissions or executions are taken. Once brokered, the BSS attempts to sequentially submit jobs to each suitable computational resource identified (as ranked by the RSS) until a resource has accepted the job or the list of resources has been exhausted. Beyond this behavior, failures are considered permanent.

Within the GJMF, the BSS is used by the Task Management Service for task submissions, but the BSS may also be used directly by service clients as a best effort job submission tool for brokered submission of abstract (incomplete) job descriptions. The BSS does not maintain a context for submitted jobs, service clients that wish to inspect job state are referred to a JCS instance hosting the job upon successful job submission. Note that while job submission failures are reported directly to service clients, errors in job executions are by the BSS assumed to be reported by the enacting JCS or detected and handled by service clients.

The internal structure of the BSS is illustrated in Figure 4b. The job broker component provides a service interface and interacts with RSSs to retrieve execution plans for tasks. The job submitter component is used by the job broker and interfaces with JCSs to submit jobs. Both components make use of LASs for log storage. The BSS relies on the RSS and JCS for job to resource matching and job control respectively, and is capable of using multiple instances of each service to provide redundancy in job brokering and submission. Note that jobs, i.e., tasks with a concrete job description including a resource specification, are not relayed to the RSS for resource brokering but directly submitted to resources via the JCS. The BSS can be configured to use a set of RSSs, a set of JCSs, and an optional set of LASs.

4.2.6. Task Management Service (TMS)

Being the primary mechanism for reliable submission of individual jobs in the GJMF, the Task Management Service (TMS) provides an interface for au-
automated and fault-tolerant task management and defines a task state model (illustrated in Figure 8b). The TMS maintains inspectable state contexts for tasks and employs a model of event-driven state management powered by the JCS state mechanisms. To provide failover capabilities, tasks submitted through the TMS are repeatedly submitted and monitored by the TMS until resulting in a successful job execution, or a configurable amount of attempts have been made (in which case the task fails). Within the GJMF, the TMS is used by the Task Group Management Service for management of individual tasks.

The internal structure of the TMS is illustrated in Figure 5. The task manager provides a service interface, coordinates task processing using a task prioritizer plug-in, and uses LASs for log storage. The task submitter utilizes BSSs for task submission, employs congestion and failure handler plug-ins for task resubmission decision support, and stores state through LASs. Task state is maintained and exposed through WS-ResourceProperties by task resources. A state monitor plug-in can be employed to provide customizable access to task state. The job monitor utilizes JCSs for job monitoring and control of jobs, updates task resources, and stores state through LASs.

The internal mechanisms of the TMS can be customized via configuration.
Figure 6: Internal structure of the Task Group Management Service. Customization points are illustrated using dotted lines.

and a set of plug-in modules that control task prioritization, congestion handling, failure handling, and state monitoring. To enforce user-level isolation and fair competition in multi-user scenarios, the TMS maintains separate job queues for each user. The TMS relies on the BSS for submission of tasks to Grid resources, and can be configured to use customized congestion and failure handlers to control task resubmission behaviors, and a customized task prioritizer to influence task processing order. The TMS can also be configured to use a state transition monitor for event-driven state monitoring, a set of BSSs, and an optional set of LASs.

4.2.7. Task Group Management Service (TGMS)

Similar to the TMS for individual jobs, the Task Group Management Service (TGMS) exposes an interface for management of groups of (mutually independent) jobs and tasks, and defines a task group state model (illustrated in Figure 8a). The TGMS provides a convenient way to manage sets of tasks as a single entity, and is intended to be used by service clients and more complex task management systems, e.g., workflow engines such as [19] or parameter sweep applications. The TGMS is currently not used by other services in the GJMF.
The internal structure of the TGMS is illustrated in Figure 6. The task group manager provides a service interface, coordinates task and task group processing using task and task group prioritizer plug-ins, and stores state through LASs. Task group state is maintained and exposed as WS-ResourceProperties by task group resources, which can also be accessed by state monitor plug-ins. The task submitter submits jobs to TMSs, uses a congestion handler plug-in for resubmission decision support, and stores logs through LASs. The task monitor utilizes TMSs for task monitoring, updates task group resources, and stores logs through LASs.

The TGMS maintains state contexts for task groups, employs user-exclusive submission queues for both task groups and tasks, provides customizable plug-in modules for task group and task prioritization, state management, and congestion handling. As the TGMS relies on the TMS for task submission and management, the TGMS does not contain a failure handler for job submission or execution failures. Task execution failures in the TMS are by the TGMS considered permanent, no error recovery or failover actions are taken by the TGMS. Task submission failures, i.e. failures in TMS task submission, are considered temporary and result in the TGMS rescheduling task submissions indefinitely until successful.

The TGMS also provides a mechanism for suspension of (processing of) task groups, a mechanism designed to adapt to scenarios where user credentials expire or large task groups need to be paused. Once suspended, task groups need to be explicitly resumed to be processed by the TGMS. Tasks in a suspended task group that have already been submitted to a TMS will be processed if possible, but no new task submissions will be made until (processing of) the task group has been resumed. The TGMS can be configured to use a congestion handler to customize back-off behaviors in Grid congestion situations; task group and task prioritizers to customize processing order of task groups, tasks, and jobs; a state transition monitor for event-driven state monitoring, a set of TMSs, and an optional set of LASs.

4.2.8. The GJMF Common Library

The GJMF common library is a service development utility library that encapsulates functionality common to all services of the GJMF. The library facilitates service development by providing a common type set, a service development model, and boiler-plate solutions for, e.g., local call optimizations, service stubs, credentials delegation, security contexts, worker threads, state management, service client APIs, dynamic configuration, and resource
The GJMF common library provides a simple framework for service development that defines a service structure used by all services in the GJMF. The service structure is illustrated in Figure 7, and details separation of service interface implementation from service back-end implementations, and service clients from service client factories. Service client factories are exposed to applications and dynamically instantiate service client implementations based on type of service invocation to be used. Service clients marshal data and perform service invocations, in the case of regular service clients through Web Service SOAP messages and through direct service back-end invocations using immutable wrapper types for local call optimization clients. Service back-end implementations are responsible for maintaining state in service resources, which are accessed through service resource homes. The service structure of the GJMF common library has previously been discussed in [22].

The service development framework, in concert with the GJMF client API, handles common tasks such as data type marshalling, service instantiation, notification subscription management, and notification delivery. The framework also encapsulates a local call optimization mechanism that allows service components to be exposed as local objects to other services codeployed in the same service container, which allows co-hosted services to make
marshalled in-process Java calls directly between service clients and service back-ends. This optimization mechanism, which is discussed in Section 5.1, evaluated in Section 6.3.5, and also addressed in [22], is hidden by the service structure of the common library and made completely transparent to service clients through the client API. As described in [22], the common library provides a set of basic and immutable types for use in the GJMF client API as well as a type marshalling mechanism that abstracts the use of stub types in the GJMF.

The primary purpose of the GJMF common library is to facilitate service development by providing standardized solutions to common tasks in service development. While end-users and GJMF service clients typically never interact directly with the common library, most of the functionality is accessible to service developers for use outside the GJMF context.

The GJMF common library includes four parts:

- **Clients** - contains boilerplate solutions for service clients and service client factories. These service client abstractions hide the use of local call optimizations within the GJMF, provide transparent factory mechanisms for creation of client instances, and perform client-side marshalling of data types.

- **Interfaces** - contains definitions of all service interfaces for the GJMF, including base interfaces that service interfaces are derived from. These interfaces are used in the GJMF client APIs and abstract all service to service interaction in the GJMF.

- **Types** - contains all type definitions used in GJMF service interfaces, including WSDL stub type to immutable wrapper translation mechanisms for marshalling of Web Service invocations and notifications. These type definitions encapsulate all state and log information for the GJMF, and provides boilerplate solutions for state management.

- **Utilities** - contains utility functions and mechanisms for the GJMF services such as boilerplate solutions for service implementations, tools for management and delegation of credentials, service configuration solutions, and service resource management mechanisms.

All parts of the common library are used cooperatively to reduce the length of service development cycles and produce robust service implementations. The **Clients** and **Interfaces** modules are used for producing service
client APIs, the Utilities modules to produce service back-end implementations, and the Interfaces and Types modules to define service interaction protocols. One example of the flexibility of the service interaction model is the use of JSDL documents to convey both job specification data and processing hints, e.g., middleware submission parameters and queue information markers. To facilitate this model, and simplify use of the framework, all data exchanged with services in the GJMF have dedicated immutable wrapper types defined. All GJMF service interfaces have also been specified as Java interfaces, operating exclusively on these wrapper types. The common library provides all services with a configuration mechanism, providing service back-ends with dynamic access to configuration data from configuration files.

4.2.9. The GJMF Client Application Programming Interface

The GJMF client Application Programming Interface (API) is a set of Java classes abstracting the use of the GJMF Web Services for Java programmers. Mimicking the interface of the GJMF services, the client API is designed to provide intuitive use of the framework to developers with limited experience of Web Service and SOA development. As illustrated in Figure 7, and discussed in Section 4.2.8, the GJMF client API transparently handles local call optimizations, state notification management, and service instance management [22]. All GJMF functionality provided to service clients and end-users are accessible through both the GJMF services and the GJMF client API.

5. Architecture Discussion

To meet the flexibility and adaptability requirements discussed in Section 2, we build upon and extend the software development model previously presented in [22]. Key approaches in this model include use of Service-Oriented Architectures (SOAs) [53], design patterns, refactoring methods, and techniques to improve software adaptability such as dynamic configuration techniques and provisioning of software customization points. All software is developed in Java using common open source tools such as Eclipse, Apache Ant, and Apache Axis. The Globus Toolkit [26] is employed as a development environment for the production of Grid-enabled Web Services compatible with established Grid security models.
5.1. Invocation Patterns

The services of the GJMF support two basic modes of service invocation: sequential (regular) service invocation and batch invocation. In batch invocations, a set of service requests are bundled and sent to the service in a single service invocation. The batch invocation mode allows service clients to, e.g., submit a set of tasks to the TMS in a single request, significantly reducing service invocation makespan. Batch invocations conserve network bandwidth and reduce service invocation memory footprints on the server side. To simplify service invocation semantics, sets of requests sent using batch invocation modes are processed as transactions by the services in the GJMF. That is, if, e.g., a job submission in a batch request fails, other job submissions in the batch are canceled and rolled back if processed.

When service clients are codeployed with the GJMF services, i.e. residing inside services deployed in the same service container as the GJMF, service invocations are by default routed through the GJMF local call optimization framework. GJMF local call optimization mechanisms observe that services hosted in the same container share the same process space, and thus operate in the same Java Virtual Machine (JVM), and bypass service request serializations to allow service clients to directly invoke methods in the service implementation back-end. Use of local call optimizations greatly reduce service invocation time and memory footprint of service request processing, allowing for greater scalability in service implementations, more fine-grained communication models for interservice communication, and promotes a model of service aggregation where modules from constituent services can function as local Java objects in aggregated services [22]. When building systems aggregated from services there are also indirect benefits of this model. In the GJMF, this results, e.g., in a reduced need for polling to maintain distributed state coordination as state update notifications are less likely to be dropped due to excessive service container load. All services of the GJMF can be distributed in separate service deployments, but are recommended to be deployed in the same service container for performance reasons.

As any GJMF service can at any time be invoked directly by a service client, regardless of whether or not it is used as part of the framework, service invocation patterns can be hard to predict and are likely to vary over time. For this, as well as for reasons of transparency, all interservice communication is routed through the GJMF client API, which allows invocation modes and service communication optimizations to be ubiquitous and completely transparent to services, service clients, and end-users.
5.2. Deployment Scenarios

The GJMF has been designed to be as versatile as possible in terms of deployment and usage without imposing complexity of administration or loss of user control. The dynamic configuration structures, and the customizable code modules used throughout the framework provide options for modification of framework behavior combined with fully functional default configurations.

The hierarchical architecture of the GJMF is intended to provide clients a set of job management interfaces that offer an increasing range of automation of the job submission process without sacrificing user control. Services in lower layers offer fine-grained job submission interfaces with high degrees of explicit control, while services in higher layers attempt to automate the job submission process and offer control through configuration of behavior and optional use of customization point modules. The construction of the framework as a SOA with local call optimizations allows the framework transparent distribution of components combined with high efficiency in interservice communication when services are codeployed.

Envisioned usage scenarios for the framework include, e.g.,

- Running the framework on a gateway server to act as a middleware-independent multi-user Grid job submission interface.
- Running the framework on a client computer to act as a convenient personal job submission and management tool for Grids access.
- Running multiple instances of the framework to provide partitioning and load balancing of large job submission queues and multiple Grids.
- Running multiple instances of the framework utilizing different configurations to provide alternative job submission behaviors.

A natural overlap between these usage scenarios exist, and each of these are expected to be seen in hierarchical or other types of federated Grid environments, as well as in federated Cloud computing systems. Typical usage scenarios for the GJMF are expected to include hierarchical (or other forms of) combinations of multiple deployments of the framework, on top of multiple Grid middlewares and resource manager systems. To meet advanced application requirements, e.g., transparent workflow enactment, the GJMF is expected to be utilized in combination with high-level tools such as the Grid Workflow Execution Engine (GWEE) [19].
Figure 8: The GJMF state models. Task group states are used in the TGMS, task states in the TGMS and the TMS, job states in the JCS. The JCS job state model is semantically identical to the state model of the OGSA BES [28]. The recurring states of the GJMF job state model are used to incorporate and abstract state information from more fine-grained Grid middleware state models.

The deployment and utilization flexibility of the GJMF makes the framework viable for application within a number of computational settings, including high-performance computing (HPC) (depending on support from underlying middlewares for some functionality, e.g., execution of MPI jobs), high-throughput computing (HTC), as well as the more recently defined many-task computing (MTC) [57] paradigm. In MTC, focus is placed on enactment of loosely coupled applications constituted by large numbers of short-lived, data intensive, heterogeneous tasks with high (non-message passing) communication requirements, a setting envisioned in the design of the GJMF.

5.3. State Models

As the GJMF is composed of (possibly distributed) interoperating services, state management and coordination is inherently complex. To address this, the GJMF employs a hierarchical model for distributed state updates,
where each service hosting a job description resource is responsible for coordinating state updates to clients. As state updates for services are delivered via WS-BaseNotifications, the distributed state model of the GJMF is event driven; services respond to state changes in lower layers by updating state and producing notifications that are propagated up the service hierarchy. To compensate for dropped state notifications due to network failures or service container load, all services implement a state monitoring mechanism that regularly checks for missing notifications through polling. This mechanism simplifies state management and allows framework state coordination mechanisms to consider state delivery transparent and reliable.

As illustrated in Figure 8, each type of GJMF job definition has a corresponding finite state model that drives the processing of jobs, tasks, and task groups in the GJMF. In this processing, a job, task, or task group is referred to as a work unit, and is assigned an individual work unit context which is exposed to clients through service interfaces and WS-ResourceProperties. Table 1 gives a brief summary of work unit processing state interpretations in the GJMF.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>State</th>
<th>Interpretation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Transient states</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Idle</td>
<td>Work unit successfully submitted.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Active</td>
<td>Work unit currently being processed.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Suspended</td>
<td>Work unit temporarily suspended (TGMS).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Terminal states</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Successful</td>
<td>Work unit successfully processed.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Canceled</td>
<td>Work unit processing canceled.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Failed</td>
<td>Work unit processing failed.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Processed</td>
<td>Work unit processed with partial success (TGMS).</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1: GJMF state interpretations.

5.4. Data Management

To maintain middleware transparency, the GJMF does not by default actively participate in data transfers between clients and computational resources. The GJMF assumes that data files are available and can be transferred to and from computational resources by the enacting Grid middleware.
via a file transfer mechanism chosen by the middleware. File staging information is conveyed from clients to middlewares by the GJMF as part of job descriptions, typically in the form of GridFTP [16] URL tags in job and task JSDL.

In the GJMF, file transfers are expected to be initiated and performed by the enacting Grid middleware, existing data files are expected to be available prior to job submission (i.e., the GJMF does not verify the existence of data files during brokering), and computational resources and clients are responsible for maintaining file system allocations capable of accommodating incoming and outgoing data files respectively. If required, JSDL annotations can be used to provide job brokering hints related to storage requirements for computational elements.

Data transfer URLs are translated by the JTS to formats recognized by the underlying middleware as part of the job description translation process. If the underlying middleware does not support file staging, the JCS customization points can be used to provide data transfer capabilities as part of the middleware job submission process without coupling GJMF clients or services to underlying middlewares. Plans to extend the GJMF with utility mechanisms and services for data management are under consideration, see Section 8.

5.5. Resource Brokering

To decouple the GJMF services from Grid middlewares and each other, all job to computational resource brokering activities are in the GJMF abstracted by the RSS, which in turn relies on Grid middleware information systems for monitoring of computational resource availability, characteristics, and load. As middleware information systems typically contain large volumes of cached information, and federated Grid environments are likely to contain multiple concurrent job submission and management systems, it is observed that a brokering component will always operate on information deprecated to some extent [24].

In the GJMF model, the RSS has been limited to provide computational resource recommendations and rankings, services and clients are expected to handle submission and failure handling for jobs without providing feedback to the RSS. This abstraction implies that the RSS is agnostic of whether a particular execution plan is enacted or not. To compensate for middleware information system update latencies, it would be possible for the RSS to maintain an internal cache of prior execution plans and update resource load...
weights through speculation based on this information. As the RSS enforces user-level isolation of service capabilities, a unique cache would be created for each user and restricted to contain only recommendations for that user.

To improve quality of job to resource brokering, it would also be possible to interface the RSS with Grid accounting and load balancing systems, e.g., the SweGrid Accounting System (SGAS) [34], as well as provide the RSS with feedback from the JCS or job submission systems such as the Job Submission Service (JSS) [24]. To reduce system complexity and maintain a clean separation of concerns, the RSS does not implement speculative resource load prediction or brokering behavior, but offers customization points for third party implementation of advanced brokering algorithms where such feedback loops can be implemented without affecting the design of the framework.

The current implementation of the RSS is to be regarded a prototype, we foresee development of additional RSS versions with resource selection capabilities of particular interest for certain users [23]. Evaluation of RSS brokering performance and quality of execution plans is out of scope for this work.

5.6. Security

The GJMF employs the Grid Security Infrastructure (GSI) [30] security model provided by the Globus Toolkit [26], and can be configured to use the Secure Message, Secure Conversation, or Credentials Delegation (i.e. use of the Globus Delegation Service) communication mechanisms. Client and service security modes are individually configured using security descriptors, and service clients identities are established and verified for all service invocations from standalone clients. For service invocations using GJMF local call optimizations, i.e. from clients codeployed with the service invoked, credential proxies are accepted from the caller without verification of caller identity. This relaxation of authentication is done for performance reasons and is deemed as acceptable for situations where services trust the deployment environment of the service, and where service environments trust software deployed in it. Should verification of caller identity be required, GJMF local call optimizations can be disabled or replaced with Axis local call optimizations.

All types of job definitions, including task groups, are upon submission to a GJMF service associated with a set of user credentials used for, e.g., user authentication, resource ownership, and job execution privileges. User credentials are inherited in subsequent submissions within the GJMF, i.e.
task group credentials are assigned to tasks upon submission to a TMS, and jobs are assigned task credentials when submitted to a JCS. Task groups distinguish themselves from jobs and tasks by the ability to be suspended in execution, e.g., upon expiration of task group credentials.

For each user invoking a service in the GJMF, a separate service implementation (back-end) is instantiated and used for request processing. This imposes a degree of user-level isolation of service functionality and enforces sandboxing of service resources between users. Service caller identity is also used to enforce a similar restriction of access to service WS-Resources.

To facilitate the construction of job submission proxies, a requirement in, e.g., Grid portal construction [21], it is possible to submit a task to the GJMF specifying different credentials for job execution than those used in submission to the GJMF. For these situations, the authenticity of caller credentials are validated in the GJMF service invocation and the authenticity of the submission credentials are validated in the Grid middleware job submission process. As tasks will inherit credentials from task groups, as jobs will from tasks, resulting GJMF resources will be owned by the identity of the credentials used for job execution rather than the caller identity. This means that, e.g., a task group submitted using a certain set of user credentials will result in job submissions that use credentials belonging to that user, and only that user will be able to inspect details of the GJMF’s processing of the task group (including LAS logs).

6. Performance Evaluation

To evaluate and analyze the performance of the framework prototype we run a series of tests using a standard setup of the framework on a deployment of a Grid middleware representative of production use.

6.1. Performance Measurement

To measure the efficiency of the framework, we define overhead as the time penalty imposed by use of the framework and use it as a cost function for efficiency. To quantify overhead incurred by the GJMF, we configure a GJMF deployment to operate on top of a Grid middleware and compare job submission performance and makespan to using the middleware directly for corresponding tasks. Total overhead imposed by the GJMF is in this performance evaluation computed as the total makespan of processing a group of jobs subtracted by the theoretical minimum time required to execute all jobs.
Figure 9: GJMF overhead components and invocation modes. Submission overhead, processing overhead, and execution overhead (illustrated in gray, red, and black, respectively) are independent components of the total makespan of a job.

in the group on an ideal system, i.e. a system that does not impose overhead associated with execution of jobs.

The overhead model used in the performance evaluation is illustrated in Figure 9, and expresses overhead associated with execution of groups of jobs. The illustration details four overhead scenarios spanned by the permutations of two invocation modes and two workload scenarios.

As illustrated in Figure 9, overhead associated with execution of an individual job is in the model divided into three sequential components; submission overhead, processing overhead, and execution overhead. Submission overhead is defined as overhead incurred prior to a job description being present in a GJMF service and typically consists of factors such as Java class loading and Web Service invocation time. Processing overhead is the GJMF contribution to the total overhead and consists of factors such as internal GJMF communication latencies and time spent performing job management tasks, e.g., job brokering and failure handling. Execution overhead is defined as time spent performing actions related to execution of a job on a computational resource, e.g., Grid middleware submission, file staging, job execution, execution environment clean-up, and status update delivery.

As also illustrated in Figure 9, parallel processing of job management activities allow the GJMF to partially mask individual overhead contributions through temporal overlaps with job executions and other job management activities. Total system overhead imposed by the GJMF is thus constituted by the sum of all overhead contributions associated with individual jobs sub-
tracted by overhead the GJMF is able to mask by parallel execution of job management tasks.

When the number of available computational hosts exceeds the number of jobs, the GJMF ability to mask overhead is limited and total system overhead bound by the submission and processing overhead components, as illustrated in Figure 9a and Figure 9c, respectively. When the number of jobs exceed the number of available computational hosts, total system overhead will be bound by the job execution overhead component. The GJMF ability to mask overhead contributions from individual jobs in these situations is illustrated in figures 9b and 9d.

To isolate individual contributions to the total system overhead we employ deployment options designed to minimize the contribution and impact of external, i.e. non-GJMF, overhead components, and measure job submission time and makespan for all GJMF job management components. To quantify the GJMF contributions to total system overhead, measurements of Grid middleware overhead are used as a comparative baseline for the minimum time required to process groups of jobs.

6.2. Test Environment

As the tests of the performance evaluation focus on illustrating overhead imposed by use of the GJMF, a limited test environment is sufficient for testing as these performance limitations are independent of the number of computational resources used, and will be representative for larger-scale use.

The test environment used in the evaluation is comprised of four identical 2 GHz AMD Opteron CPU, 2 GB RAM machines, interconnected with a 100 Mbps Ethernet network, and running Ubuntu Linux 2.6 and Globus Toolkit 4.0.5. Another set of four identical 1.8 GHz quad core AMD Opteron CPU, 4 GB RAM machines, interconnected using a Gigabit Ethernet network, and running Ubuntu Linux 2.6, Torque 2.3, and Maui 3.2.6 are employed as computational nodes in job throughput tests. The Java version used in tests is 1.6.0, and Java memory allocation pools range in size from 512 MB to 1 GB.

We employ GT4 WS-GRAM as Grid middleware and run /bin/true executions for ideal jobs (zero execution time) and /bin/sleep executions for jobs with known, non-zero execution times. To maximize the impact of the GJMF overhead when testing ideal jobs, we utilize the GT4 Fork mechanism for job dispatchment. For tests of more realistic scenarios we use /bin/sleep
to get exact job execution times and use the GT4 PBS module for job dispatchment, which submits jobs to a local cluster using Torque. To minimize impact of stochastic network behaviors in our overhead measurements we do not use jobs that involve file transfers.

In all tests, one machine deploys the GJMF (or the WS-GRAM client) and the other three act as WS-GRAM/GT4 resources. For the GJMF tests, the RSS retrieves GT4 Monitoring and Discovery Service (WS-MDS) information from one of the three resources, which aggregates information from the other two. A single instance of each GJMF service is deployed in a common service container, and the services are configured (by default) to use local call optimizations for invocations.

In the tests, we use the GT4 WS-SecureConversation [5] security mechanism with client and service security descriptors in all Web Service invocations, including communication with the underlying Grid middleware. This mechanism performs both authentication and encryption of communication channels and will increase communication overhead and significantly reduce invocation throughput for Web Service invocations. The security setup used is deemed representative for intended production use in federated Grid environments.

A major performance factor in service invocation using Java is the impact of Java class loading. In service-to-service invocations, class loading overhead will impact framework performance differently than in client-to-service interaction, as services are more likely to have a class loaded, and may utilize local call optimizations when codeployed in the same container. Typically, overhead associated with Java class loading will impact performance severely during the submission phase, and show up in measurements as a one-time initial performance cost that obscure contributions of individual overhead components. In these tests, all service clients have been codeployed with the GJMF services to minimize the (potentially stochastic) impact of Java class loading issues on client performance. To emulate behavior of standalone service clients, full Web Service invocations are made between clients and services. For tests of codeployed clients local call optimizations are used.

6.3. Performance Tests

The purpose of the performance evaluation is to investigate and quantify individual contributions to total system overhead, and to verify that overhead imposed by the GJMF is sufficiently small in relation to the functionality offered by the framework. In the performance evaluation, we perform a set of
tests of service invocation capabilities, job submission performance, and job throughput to quantify and evaluate the impact of the GJMF overhead on the total system overhead. The tests performed are based on the overhead model presented in Section 6.1 and are designed to illustrate individual aspects of the framework overhead. The five types of tests performed are:

1. Job submission tests (Section 6.3.1). Investigate GJMF service client overhead associated with job submission and illustrate impact of, and trade-offs between, different service deployment and invocation methods.

2. Job throughput tests for ideal computational settings (Section 6.3.2). Investigate service-side overhead for scenarios illustrated by figures 9a and 9c, where the number of available computational resources exceed the number of jobs. This test setting constitutes a worst-case scenario for GJMF overhead and serves to quantify an upper bound for overhead imposed by use of the framework.

3. Job throughput tests for realistic computational settings (Section 6.3.3). Investigate service-side overhead for scenarios illustrated by figures 9b and 9d, where the number of jobs exceed the number of available computational resources. These tests illustrate the GJMF’s ability to mask overhead by parallel processing of job management and execution activities.

4. Service invocation capability tests (Section 6.3.4). Investigate invocation throughput for the GJMF auxiliary services to quantify their contributions to the total system overhead and illustrate trade-offs between service communication overhead and service complexity.

5. Service invocation optimization tests (Section 6.3.5). Investigate performance trade-offs for different types of service invocation optimization mechanisms and illustrate impact of local call optimizations and their ability to reduce service communication overhead.

6.3.1. Job Submission

To evaluate the submission overhead component of the total system overhead, we measure the framework’s job submission throughput and quantify overhead incurred by the GJMF against a baseline measurement of the GT4 WS-GRAM job submission performance. To illustrate trade-offs involved when using the GJMF from service clients, we perform tests using sequential and batch invocation modes for Web Service invocations and local call optimization invocations.
For all tests, job, task, and task group submission performance is measured as turn-around time for submission in service clients using realistic job descriptions. The average job submission makespan is used as a direct measurement of the overhead incurred by the GJMF for job submission.

As can be seen in Figure 10, JCS and BSS job submission throughput is slightly lower than that of GT4 WS-GRAM. This result is expected as both these services perform synchronized invocations to the underlying middleware for job submission, and thus add their overhead contributions to the middleware’s overhead contribution. The JCS also performs a job description translation from JSDL to GT4 RSL (via a JTS) and in addition to this, the BSS also performs a task to resource matching (via a RSS). TGMS and TMS throughput is higher than GT4 WS-GRAM throughput as they contain submission buffers that allow them to perform asynchronized processing of jobs, resulting in delayed submissions to underlying services. The TGMS exhibits the highest throughput as it submits multiple tasks in single service invocations. As can be seen in Figure 10b, use of batch invocation modes enables the TMS to submit multiple tasks in a single WS invocation, and thus increase submission throughput. Compared to the TGMS however, TMS throughput is slightly lower. This is due to the TMS incurring overhead from multiple synchronized calls to the TMS service back-end during the submission phase.

When using local call optimizations, as illustrated in Figure 10c and 10d, submission overhead can be reduced for all GJMF services. The TGMS and TMS achieve very high submission throughput due to their ability to perform asynchronous job submissions. Use of local call optimizations reduce invocation overhead to a range where impact of this overhead component becomes almost negligible.

6.3.2. Job Throughput for Ideal Computational Settings

To evaluate and get an upper bound for the processing overhead component of the total system overhead, we measure the job processing capacity of the framework in terms of throughput and quantify overhead incurred by the GJMF against a baseline measurement of the GT4 WS-GRAM job processing performance when the GJMF’s ability to mask overhead is minimized. As indicated in Figure 9, this occurs in situations where the number of available computational resources exceeds the number of jobs. To simulate this, and isolate and maximize the impact of the GJMF overhead, we use jobs with zero execution time, i.e. /bin/true executions, submitted to the GT4 middle-
(a) GRAM and GJMF job submission throughput. Web Service invocations, sequential job submission.

(b) GRAM and GJMF job submission throughput. Web Service invocations, batch job submission.

(c) GRAM and GJMF job submission throughput. Local call optimization invocations, sequential job submission.

(d) GRAM and GJMF job submission throughput. Local call optimization invocations, batch job submission.

Figure 10: GRAM and GJMF job submission performance. Job submission throughput as a function of number of jobs, vertical axis logarithmic.
ware using the Fork dispatcher, which starts all jobs in parallel on the same machine with minimal delay. As this test setting will minimize the GJMF’s ability to mask processing overhead through task parallelization, it will constitute a worst-case scenario for GJMF overhead and is used to quantify an upper bound for the GJMF overhead (for non-failing jobs). Job, task, and task group throughput are measured using sequential and batch invocation modes for Web Service invocations and local call optimization invocations.

As can be seen in Figure 11, the GJMF incurs an average performance penalty of less than one second per job for ideal (zero execution time) jobs. This overhead includes factors such as job submission, interservice communication, job brokering, and distributed state management. When using batch invocation modes for Web Service invocation job submissions (Figure 11b) the overhead incurred can be somewhat mediated for the GJMF services. Particularly, the overhead for using the JCS is reduced to a level close to that of using GT4 WS-GRAM directly. This is due to the fact that the JCS does not perform any type of task to resource matching. The BSS and the services using the BSS, i.e. the TGMS and the TMS, suffer overhead from the brokering process that, as illustrated in figures 9a and 9b, is partially masked by the submission overhead when using sequential invocation modes (Figure 11a).

When using service clients codeployed with the GJMF, as illustrated in figures 11c and 11d, GJMF local call optimizations allow the JCS overhead to be reduced to close to GT4 WS-GRAM performance regardless of invocation mode. Local call optimizations do not greatly affect the throughput of the other GJMF services as these are still bound by the brokering overhead. It is worth noting that while local call optimizations do not increase throughput in these tests, they do reduce memory load for clients and services involved, promoting system scalability. BSS brokering overhead can also be masked by external overhead and job execution times, allowing higher order GJMF services to approach WS-GRAM throughput.

Use of the GT4 Fork mechanism for job dispatchment results in all jobs executing as spawned processes on the local machine. Despite the use of a computationally cheap process, this still causes increased load on the machine that in the measurements show as a slight decrease in average job throughput for all services (including the WS-GRAM) as the number of jobs increase. In tests using large numbers of jobs, use of full Web Service invocations results in memory starvation effects in the service container, negatively affecting service processing throughput. This effect can be observed for the TMS, BSS, and
(a) GRAM and GJMF job processing throughput. Web Service invocations, sequential job submission, ideal jobs.

(b) GRAM and GJMF job processing throughput. Web Service invocations, batch job submission, ideal jobs.

(c) GRAM and GJMF job processing throughput. Local call optimization invocations, sequential job submission, ideal jobs.

(d) GRAM and GJMF job processing throughput. Local call optimization invocations, batch job submission, ideal jobs.

Figure 11: GRAM and GJMF job processing performance for ideal computational settings. Average job makespan as a function of number of jobs.
JCS in figures 11a and 11b. Note that the TGMS does not suffer from this effect as it performs single service invocations for task group submissions, and uses delays between subsequent TMS task submissions. Note also that use of batch invocation modes alleviates this effect, but does not eliminate it as back-end invocations still marshal requests and create job and task resources.

6.3.3. Job Throughput for Realistic Computational Settings

To evaluate the processing overhead component of the total system overhead under more realistic circumstances, we measure the job processing capacity of the framework in terms of throughput and quantify overhead incurred by the GJMF when deployed with a production environment system (GT4 and PBS Torque) against a baseline measurement of the GT4 WSGRAM job processing performance. In these tests, computational power is limited as the number of jobs exceed the number of available computational resources, allowing the GJMF to mask overhead through parallel task processing. To establish a theoretical minimum time required to execute a set of jobs, we employ `/bin/sleep` jobs of a known, non-zero execution length in the tests. Job, task, and task group throughput are measured using sequential and batch invocation modes for Web Service invocations and local call optimization invocations.

In Figure 12, a theoretical minimum time for execution of a set of jobs (based on number of jobs, job execution length, and number of available computational hosts) has been subtracted from each measurement to better illustrate remaining overhead components. As illustrated, a stochastic element has now been introduced to the overhead model for the system. This is a result of using the PBS scheduler, which has two polling intervals for job submission and job status inspection (in the tests set to 60 and 120 seconds respectively). PBS Torque also implements a behavior where jobs arriving to an empty PBS queue are scheduled faster than the scheduling interval may suggest. In the tests job execution lengths are set to 60 seconds, which combined with the PBS scheduling intervals result in each set of jobs receiving an overhead contribution from PBS of between 0 and 180 seconds depending on when in the scheduling cycle a job arrives and terminates. PBS overhead contribution appears stochastic as the GJMF and the PBS scheduling mechanisms are not synchronized. The GJMF overhead has in the tests been partially masked by job execution times and is, independently of invocation mode and mechanism, small enough to be masked by the PBS component.

The term realistic computational settings used in this test refers to the
Figure 12: GRAM and GJMF job processing performance for realistic computational settings. Average job processing makespan as a function of number of jobs, vertical axis logarithmic.
job management components operating in a setting where non-zero job execution overhead and duration allow the GJMF to mask individual component overhead contributions. In realistic scenarios, job execution durations would typically be several orders of magnitude larger, and mask GJMF overhead even more. Job execution durations used here are selected to be sufficiently small to allow for greater numbers of tests.

6.3.4. GJMF Auxiliary Services

To evaluate performance of the GJMF auxiliary services, quantify RSS overhead contributions in job throughput tests, and illustrate impact of invocation modes and mechanisms on interservice communication within the framework, we measure invocation capacity of the LAS, the JTS, and the RSS using sequential and batch invocation modes for Web Service invocations and local call optimization invocations. For all tests, typical GJMF tasks containing full JSDL documents are used as service invocation parameters. In LAS tests tasks are stored in logs, for JTS tests task JSDLs are translated to GT4 RSL, and in RSS tests tasks are brokered to computational resources.

As can be seen in Figure 13, local call optimizations allow for much greater invocation throughput than Web Service invocations. This is natural as they avoid network transport and mitigate the need for message serialization and parsing. Use of batch invocation modes also increase invocation throughput as they reduce the number of service invocations required. As the LAS implements asynchronous storage queues, it allows for an asynchronous communication model and can thus reduce service client invocation overhead to be bound by communication overhead (Figure 13a). The JTS and RSS provide synchronous request processing models, and are therefore performance bound by the processing limitations of the service implementation as well as the communication overhead (figures 13b and 13c, respectively). The JTS is able to process requests in a manner efficient enough to increase invocation throughput by use of local call optimizations as it implements context-dependent job description translations through customization points. While the RSS implements background information retrieval for brokering information, the brokering process itself is complex enough to become the limiting factor for invocation throughput. In this case, use of local call optimizations does not greatly affect invocation throughput, but will serve to conserve memory in service invocation. As these measurements are made using the same setup as the job submission and throughput tests of sections 6.3.1,
Figure 13: Invocation performance for the auxiliary services of the GJMF. Invocation throughput as a function of number of invocations, vertical axis logarithmic. Sequential and batch invocation mode performance for local call optimization and Web Service invocation calls.
6.3.2, and 6.3.3, the values for the local call optimization tests can be used as rough estimates of the individual overhead contributions of these services to the GJMF processing overhead.

6.3.5. Local Call Optimizations

To evaluate performance and impact of the GJMF local call optimization mechanisms, we measure invocation throughput for a reference service using the GJMF local call optimizations and compare it to invocation throughput for the same service using Axis Local Calls, Globus Local Invocations, Axis Web Service invocations, and direct Java method invocations to the service implementation. Invocations are made sequentially and in parallel (using a multithreaded service client) with small messages as parameters and a lean service method implementation to minimize the impact of memory starvation effects in the tests.

The different types of service invocation mechanisms used in the tests are illustrated in Figure 14. GJMF local call optimizations identify service implementation back-ends based on class name and perform marshalling of service invocation data using immutable wrapper types. Globus Local Invocations perform service implementation lookup through a Java Naming and Directory Interface (JNDI) [60] based container service registry and utilize generated stub types for service invocation data representations. Axis Local Calls locate service implementations through the same container service registry and perform full SOAP serializations of service messages.

Figure 14: Local call optimization types. Illustrates actors and overhead involved.
Figure 15: Web Service invocation capacity comparison. Service invocation throughput as a function of number of invocations, vertical axis logarithmic.

It should be noted that the GJMF local call optimizations also provide local call capabilities for state notification delivery with comparable performance. This has not been evaluated in the tests as neither Globus Local Invocations or Axis Local Calls offer this functionality.

As illustrated in Figure 15, use of local call optimizations greatly improve service invocation throughput. The GJMF local call optimizations provide invocation performance comparable to existing Axis and Globus optimizations. All invocation methods scale well for parallel invocations, which is to be expected as they are designed for this use case. For large numbers of parallel invocations, the Axis Web Service invocation mechanism throughput drops drastically as the service container is unable to handle large numbers of concurrent service invocations due to memory and thread pool exhaustion issues.

While not illustrated by the tests, the GJMF local call optimizations require less memory than Axis and Globus invocation optimizations as the GJMF mechanisms do not perform message serialization, maintain message contexts, or invoke message handlers for local service invocations. While this trait does not directly affect service invocation times, it reduces the memory load of the service container when using WS-BaseNotification based notification schemes for services handling large numbers of objects, e.g., a TGMS containing large task groups. As can be seen in Figure 15a, the Globus lo-
cal invocation mechanism outperforms the GJMF local calls for sequential service invocations due to two factors. First, the Globus local invocation mechanism performs a caching of Web Service objects between invocations, something the GJMF is unable to do as the GJMF enforces a user-level isolation of service capabilities for each call. Second, the GJMF performs context-based type validation of job description data in immutable wrapper types, e.g., parses job descriptions and verifies that that all required information is present, a process that simplifies service development but imposes additional computational overhead. For the parallel invocation case illustrated in Figure 15b, the GJMF local call optimizations outperforms the Globus local invocations mechanism, which is attributed to the lower memory usage of the GJMF local call optimizations.

6.4. Performance Discussion

In the GJMF, job processing overhead is parallelized between services and, as illustrated in Figure 9, masked by job submission and job execution overhead. As also illustrated, parallelization of job execution is independent of GJMF overhead and a function of the number of computational nodes available. When the number of jobs exceeds the number of nodes available for immediate job submission (as illustrated in 9b and 9d), GJMF job processing will be performed in parallel with job executions, and job durations will mask impact of overhead incurred by the GJMF. For realistic scenarios, e.g. use of codeployed GJMF services in computational Grids, job durations are typically several orders of magnitude larger than overhead incurred by the GJMF and will help mask GJMF overhead even when large numbers of computational nodes are available. As Grids typically have high utilization rates and individual Grid users rarely have exclusive access to computational nodes, this effect is expected to effectively mediate the impact of GJMF overhead on total job makespan.

Furthermore, as the greater bulk of the GJMF job processing overhead is constituted of service invocation times, co-hosting the services of the GJMF allow GJMF local call optimizations to reduce the overhead contribution of the GJMF job processing mechanisms to a level where the initial job submission overhead component becomes dominant. When using standalone clients, i.e. clients not co-located with the GJMF, job submission overhead can be mediated to a one-time cost by using batch invocation modes (illustrated in 9c and 9d). In most cases, submission overhead will impact total overhead regardless of whether the GJMF is used or not, but the various invocation
and deployment modes of the GJMF can be used to mediate this component. GJMF processing overhead can be mediated by GJMF deployment and configuration options, e.g., by use of codeployment of services and local call optimizations. Use of batch invocation modes for service invocations conserve network bandwidth and reduce the memory footprint of both the GJMF services and GJMF service clients. Use of local call optimizations eliminates network bandwidth requirements and reduces memory used for service invocations to a minimum.

The overhead model used here (illustrated in Figure 9) is somewhat simplified as the GJMF will incur additional overhead associated with failure handling and resubmission in situations where jobs fail. As common causes for Grid job submission failures include, e.g., submission of erroneous job descriptions, Grid congestion scenarios (lack of available computational resources), and resource overload situations [50], the GJMF has been designed to approach these situations using incremental back-off behaviors modeled after network failure handling protocols. As a result, the overhead component associated with failure handling is expected to quickly become dominant in the total system overhead for individual jobs, but should not affect other Grid jobs, resources, or end-users. As rational failure handling depends on the failure context, i.e. why and how a job fails, this behavior is hard to objectively quantify in general settings and has therefore not been evaluated in tests.

Tests reveal that use of the GJMF for job management imposes an average overhead of less than one second per job, and that the GJMF is able to partially mask this overhead by parallel processing of job management tasks and job executions. The mainstay of the GJMF overhead is constituted by service communication overhead, and can be mitigated by service invocation modes, codeployment of services, and use of local call optimizations. The individual overhead contributions of the GJMF auxiliary services are sufficiently small to not greatly affect the total system overhead of the GJMF. The local call optimizations of the GJMF perform competitively when compared to existing service invocation optimizations and provide additional functionality required by the deployment model of the GJMF. Local call optimizations provide great reductions in service invocation overhead and memory requirements for services, and serve to reduce total system overhead and increase scalability of service-based systems.
7. Related Work

A number of contributions that in various ways relate to the job management architecture proposed in this work have been identified. Standardization efforts such as JSDL [9], GLUE [8], OGSA BES [28], and OGSA RSS [31] have helped shape boundaries between niches in the Grid infrastructure component ecosystem, and directly impacted the design of the proposed architecture. Standardized Web Service and security technologies such as WSRF [27], WSDL [14], SOAP [40], and GSI [5] have outlined the architecture communication models, and Grid middleware and resource manager systems such as the Globus middleware [35], NorduGrid ARC [17], Condor [62], and BOINC [7] have all contributed to the design of the architecture’s middleware abstraction layer. Standardization and interoperability efforts such as The Open Grid Services Architecture (OGSA) [29], the Open Middleware Infrastructure Institute (OMII Europe) [54], and Grid Interoperability/Interoperability Now (GIN) [39], as well as contributions such as [67], [47], [55], and [10] have provided perspective, insight, and inspiration regarding interoperability aspects of the architecture design.

The Grid resource management system survey presented in [48] provides a taxonomy of Grid job management systems. In this model, the GJMF is classified as a job management system providing soft quality of service for computational Grids. Resource organization, namespace, information system, discovery, and dissemination as defined in this model are all determined by the underlying middleware. Type of scheduler organization is determined by how the framework is employed, but is typically expected to be decentralized for multi-user use of the framework. Non-predictive state estimation models are currently provided by the RSS, along with event-driven and extensible (re)scheduling policies.

A set of job management systems exhibiting similarities in design or intended use have also been identified, and include, e.g., the GridWay Metascheduler [41], a framework for adaptive scheduling and execution of Grid jobs. Like the GJMF, GridWay builds on the Globus Toolkit and offers an abstracted ("submit and forget") type of Grid job submission focused on reliable and autonomous execution of jobs. Both systems provide failover capabilities through resubmission of jobs, where GridWay offers job migration capabilities through checkpointing and migration interfaces, whereas the GJMF focuses on abstraction of Grid middleware capabilities and system composability, and offers coarse-grained resubmission policies in higher services. GridWay also
offers a performance degradation mechanism which may be used to detect and trigger job migration mechanisms. The GJMF assumes computational hosts maintain acceptably consistent performance levels and relies on Grid applications and middlewares to handle checkpointing and application pre-emption issues.

The Falkon [58] framework provides a fast and lightweight task execution framework focused on task throughput and efficiency in task dispatchment. Falkon is by design not a fully featured local resource manager, and achieves high job submission throughput rates through, e.g., elimination of features such as multiple submission queues and accounting, and the use of custom protocols for state updates. Both Falkon and the GJMF are service-based frameworks and make use of notifications for distributed state notifications, but are in essence designed for different use cases. Falkon is, e.g., designed for efficient job submissions and achieve much higher submission throughput that the GJMF, whereas the GJMF, e.g., provides middleware-independence to service clients.

The Minimum intrusion Grid (MIG) [46] is a framework aimed at providing Grid middleware functionality while placing as little requirements as possible on Grid users and resources. Building on existing operating system and Grid tools such as SSH and X.509 certificates, the MIG provides a non-intrusive integration model and abstracts the use of Grid resources through service-based interfaces. The approaches differ on a number of points, e.g., where the MIG uses a centralized and monolithic job scheduler the GJMF provides a framework of composable services and relies on underlying middlewares for job to resource submissions.

The Imperial College e-Science Networked Infrastructure (ICENI) [33] is a composable OGSA Grid middleware implementation based on Jini [44]. ICENI provides a semantic approach to build autonomously composable Grid infrastructure components where services are annotated with capability information and new services are instantiated through SLA negotiations with existing services. The ICENI composability approach differs from the GJMF one, whereas the GJMF only provides mechanisms for framework (re)composition and service customization. ICENI also exposes service implementations locally through the Jini registry, a mechanism similar to the GJMF local call optimizations, and provisions for plug-in implementations of schedulers and launchers [70] in a way similar to the GJMF RSS customization points. Compared to ICENI, the GJMF provides additional functionality in terms of higher-level abstractions of job management, client APIs, more
flexible deployment options, and greater standardization support.

The Job Submission Service (JSS) [24] is a resource brokering and job submission service developed in the GIRD [65] project. The JSS supports advanced brokering capabilities, e.g., advance reservation of resources and co-allocation of jobs, customization of algorithms through plug-ins, and standards-based middleware-independent job submission. Compared to the JSS, the GJMF provides additional functionality in, e.g., management and monitoring of jobs and groups of jobs, client APIs, logging capabilities, and translation of job descriptions. Work on the GJMF began as a functionality extension and refactorization effort targeted towards the OGSA BES and RSS standardizations, and builds on experiences from the JSS project.

All of these approaches are considered to operate in, or close to, the Grid middleware layer in the GJMF architectural model, and could be integrated with the GJMF as Grid middleware providers.

eNANOS [59] is a resource broker that abstracts Grid resource use and provides an API-based model of Grid access. Internally, uniform resource and job descriptions combined with XML-based user multi-criteria descriptions provide dynamic policy management mechanisms facilitating use of advanced brokering mechanisms. Job and resource monitoring mechanisms are provided, and failure handling through resubmission of jobs is supported. The primary difference between eNANOS and the GJMF lies in the flexibility of the GJMF architecture, which allows dynamic composition of the framework and provides additional levels of abstraction of job management functionality. The GJMF also builds on more recent standardization efforts such as JSDL, WSRF, and the OGSA BES.

The Community Scheduler Framework (CSF4) [69] is an OGSA-based open source Grid meta-scheduler. Like the GJMF, CSF4 is constructed as a framework of Web Services, builds on GT4, provides WSRF compliance, and exposes abstractions for job submission and control. In addition to this, CSF4 also provides user-selectable job submission queues and a mechanism for advance reservation of resources (via local resource managers). Compared to the CSF4, the GJMF provides support for concurrent use of multiple middlewares, framework composability, standards compliance, and a Java-based client API.

The GridLab Grid Application Toolkit (GAT) [4] is a high-level application programming toolkit for Grid application development. The fundamental ideas behind the GAT and the GJMF are similar, both projects aim to decouple Grid applications from Grid middlewares by providing middleware-
independent Grid access through client APIs aimed at simplifying Grid application development. The GAT builds on the GridLab [3] architecture which aims to be a complete Grid utilization platform, providing, e.g., data management services (including data transfer and replica management capabilities), monitoring services, and services for visualization of data, while the GJMF provides a composable and lean architecture for Grid utilization focusing on functionality required for job management, and relying on underlying middlewares for functionality such as job control and file staging.

GridSAM [49] is a standards-based job submission system that builds on standardization efforts such as JSDL, and aims to provide transparent job submission capabilities independent of underlying resource manager through a Web Service interface. Similar to the asynchronous job processing of the GJMF, GridSAM employs a job submission pipeline inspired by the staged event-driven architecture (SEDA) [68] that allows for short response times in job submission. Fault recovery capabilities are in GridSAM built by persisting event queues and job instance information, similar to the failure handling mechanisms of the GJMF that provide redundancy and resubmission capabilities. Compared to GridSAM, the GJMF provides additional functionality for composition of the job management framework, external exposure of job description translation functionality, job monitoring capabilities, and multiple job submission and control modes.

Nimrod-G [12] provides a layered architecture for resource management and scheduling for computational Grids. Nimrod-G provides an economy-driven broker that supports user-defined deadline and budget constraints for schedule optimizations [1], and manages supply and demand of resources through the Grid Architecture for Computational Economy (GRACE) [11]. Like the GJMF architecture, the Nimrod-G provides layered abstractions of middleware access components and facilitates use of parameter-sweep style applications. While the GJMF lacks capabilities for economy-based scheduling decisions, it does offer customization points for these types of mechanisms in the RSS, and provides a flexible architecture that can incorporate such usage-pattern specific adaptations with only local modifications.

The Gridbus [66] broker is a Grid broker that mediates access to distributed data and computational resources, and brokers jobs to resources based on data transfer optimality criteria. Gridbus extends the resource broker model of Nimrod-G, defining a hierarchical model for job brokering containing separate resource discovery, Grid scheduling, and monitoring components. Like in the GJMF, tasks are defined as sequences of commands that
describe user requirements, including, e.g., file staging and job execution information, located within the task description itself. Task requirements drive resource discovery and tasks are resolved into jobs, here defined as units of work sent to Grid nodes, i.e., instantiations of tasks with unique combinations of parameter values. The Gridbus broker also abstracts use of multiple middlewares through a service-based interface. Differences between the two platforms include, e.g., Gridbus heuristics-based scheduling strategies, and the GJMF’s ability to dynamically reconfigure framework deployment during runtime.

GMarte [6] is a Grid metascheduler framework exposing a high-level Java API for Grid application development. Like the GJMF, the GMarte architecture is built in layers and employs a middleware abstraction layer that abstracts use of multiple middlewares. GMarte also provides failure handling through resubmission of jobs, and extends upon this through provisioning for application-level checkpointing of job executions. GMarte exposes a Java client API, plug-in points for information system access, and a service-based interface through GMarteGS [51], which supports WS-BaseNotification based state updates. The GJMF differs from the GMarte on a number of points, e.g., through the use of standardization efforts like JSDL and the OGSA BES, and by providing a dynamically composable architecture.

All of these contributions are considered to operate on a layer higher than the Grid middleware layer in the GJMF architecture, and are as job management solutions considered alternative approaches to the GJMF. Each system could naturally be incorporated with the GJMF as Grid middleware accessors, or could with modifications utilize the GJMF in a similar manner. While there are many viable workflow-based approaches to Grid job management, e.g., ASKALON [25], Pegasus [15], and GWEE [19], these have been omitted here as the scope of this work is restricted to generic job management architectures rather than workflows. Naturally, with modifications, most of these could make use of the GJMF for middleware-independent Grid access.

Finally, a few slightly different approaches have been identified, e.g., P-GRADE [45], which is a high-level environment for transparent enactment of parallel and Grid execution of applications. P-GRADE abstracts use of Grid resources through Condor and Globus interfaces, and provides enactment of individual jobs, MPI jobs, and workflows through generation of job wrapper scripts that stage, checkpoint, and execute jobs on computational resources. P-GRADE also supports monitoring of jobs and resources through tools provided by the environment, and job migration through checkpointing.
Compared to P-GRADE, the GJMF provides a different approach, focusing on providing infrastructure for autonomic job management rather than facilitation of Grid execution of applications. The GJMF assumes the existence of Grid applications and provides functionality to automate the job management process, e.g., high-level abstractions for execution of groups of tasks and client APIs.

EMPEROR [2] is an OGSA-based Grid meta-scheduler framework for dynamic job scheduling. EMPEROR provides a framework for integrating performance-based scheduling optimization algorithms based on time-series analysis of job history, as well as support for advance reservations (through local resource managers). The GJMF does not perform speculative scheduling or advance reservations, but offers customization points in the RSS for injection of such mechanisms. Compared to EMPEROR, the GJMF provides a more flexible architecture, greater standardization support, and levels of job management abstractions.

The Application Level Scheduling (AppLeS) [13] project provides a methodology, application software, and software environments for adaptive scheduling and deployment of Grid applications. In the AppLeS methodology, project developers team up with application experts to develop customized scheduling agents for applications that dynamically generates schedules for application staging and execution in a continuous process. Here each agent perform resource discovery and selection, schedule generation and selection, and executes and monitors applications. AppLeS agents interact directly with resource managers, perform all application management tasks, including, e.g., file staging, and can enact collations of applications, e.g., parameter sweeps. The AppLeS agents are similar in concept to use of personal deployments of the GJMF as individual job management clients, but differ in both technology chosen and the fact that the GJMF defers much functionality to underlying middlewares.

8. Future Work

A number of possible future extensions to the proposed architecture have been identified and are under consideration for investigation.

- Data management. In a future extension, the GJMF is envisioned to be complemented with a service-based, middleware- and transport-independent data management abstraction that builds on top of mechanisms such as GridFTP and Grid Storage Brokers, and integrates
seamlessly with the GJMF services and service clients. Support for data management would need to be provided by implementations of GJMF middleware customization points in the JCS, as well as by GJMF service clients. Interesting research questions regarding this extension include investigation of how transport-independence can be maintained while providing efficient functionality abstractions well adjusted to seamless integration with generic job management solutions.

- Workflow management. While the GJMF currently integrates with workflow management solutions by offering middleware-independent Grid job management interfaces, the framework itself lacks support for execution of interdependent tasks. Inclusion of a middleware-independent tool for execution of task graphs and static workflows would provide clients with a fire-and-forget type of workflow management solution similar to the functionality offered by the higher-order services of the GJMF for tasks and task groups.

- Evaluation of experiences from production use. Experiences from future production use of the framework is expected to provide feedback and suggest alterations or redesigns of parts of the framework.

9. Conclusion

We have proposed a flexible and loosely coupled architecture for middleware-independent Grid job management built as a composable set of Web Services. Intended for use in federate Grid environments, the architecture makes no assumptions of central control of resources or omniscience in scheduling, and abstracts resource and system heterogeneity in multiple levels. Focus is placed on maintaining non-intrusive coexistence and integration models, and Grid and Web Service standardization efforts such as JSDL, WSRF, OGSA BES, and OGSA RSS are built upon and leveraged.

The architecture is organized in hierarchical layers of functionality, where services in layers abstract and aggregate functionality from underlying layers. Services in lower layers provide explicit job submission capabilities and a fine-grained control model for the job management process while services in higher layers attempt to automate the job management process and provide a more coarse-grained control model through preconfigured job control and failure handling mechanisms. The architecture is designed to decouple Grid applications for Grid middlewares and infrastructure components, and
abstracts Grid functionality behind generic Grid job management interfaces. Applications built on the framework will be loosely coupled to underlying Grids, gaining portability and flexibility in deployment, as well as ability to utilize heterogeneous Grid resources transparently.

In this work we have also presented a proof-of-concept implementation of the architecture that builds on emerging Grid and Web Service standards and supports a range of Grid middlewares. Middleware independence is provided the framework through a set of foundational middleware abstraction services and aggregated Grid job management functionality is built on top of these. Services of the framework are individually configurable, and can be customized through configuration and the use of plug-ins without affecting other framework components. Framework composition can dynamically be altered and will adapt to failures occurring in job submission or execution.

All services in the framework provide a degree user-level isolation of service capabilities that function as if each user has exclusive access to the framework. Any service can at any time be used by service clients as an autonomous job management component while concurrently serving as a component in the framework. The use of local call optimizations allow service composition techniques to be used to construct software that simultaneously function as networks of services and monolithic architectures. Use of service client factories embedded in the client API make local call optimizations completely transparent to services, service clients, and end-users.

The underlying software design principles developed within the project have been described and findings from the project have been presented along with an evaluation of the performance of the proof-of-concept implementation. Tests in the evaluation show that overhead imposed by use of the framework for job submission, brokering, monitoring, and control is small, on average less than 1 second per job, and that overhead imposed by the framework is partially masked by job execution times in realistic applications. Codeployment of services enabling the use of local call optimizations and batch service invocation modes can further reduce overhead imposed by the framework on both client and service side.
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